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Mobile Mapping System (MMS) technology is widely used for many applications, hence 
quantifying its accuracy is a very important and essential task and is a primary focus of this 
research. In general, to perfrom geometric accuracy evaluation of MMS data, validation 
points/features are needed. A method is needed to capture a point feature off the roadway 
in a position where a target on the ground surface would not be visible to the scanner. In 
this study, eight sphere targets with 14" diameter were placed on the shoulder of the 
roadway over validation points on the ground. The sphere targets were constructed from 
injection molded spherical light fixtures. Through a calibration process, they were verified 
as consistent in size and shape at the 1 mm level. The targets were scanned by four different 
MMSs (two of design grade and two of asset grade) on two established Test Sites 
representing different roadway environments (highway and urban settings). Two different 
selectable data rates (250 KHz and 500 KHz) were also exercised in the data collection as 
well as two different vehicle driving techniques for data collection (with and without 
acceleration while the vehicle is turning). Absolute and relative accuracy of the dataset 




geometrically evaluated through the developed procedures. An automatic sphere target 
detection/estimation algorithm was developed to detect and extract the scanned sphere 
target points by eliminating most of the adjacent non-sphere points via a 3D Hough 
transform process. Following this, the sphere center is robustly located through estimation 
via L1-norm minimization which allows outliers (ex. tribrach points) to be detected and 
automatically eliminated. Subsequently the final sphere target center is estimated through 
least squares. This procedure is robust to several sources of non-random noise. Through 
error propagation, the precision of the center point estimation is SE90 = 0.20 cm (radius 
for spherical error, 90%). The case of disturbed targets was able to be detected with the 
results from this algorithm as well. Although such geometric targets have been widely used 
in static laser scanning, their use in Mobile Mapping has not been thoroughly studied. 
Another contribution from this research is that L1-estimation has been applied to all 
methods of forming condition equations. Those are indirect observations (line fitting), 
observations only (level network), and mixed model (dependent relative orientation of 
stereo pair images) problems. Existing published work has exclusively been applied to the 
indirect observations form of condition equation representation. In this test, outliers which 
were intentionally added to observations of all the problems were correctly detected. 
Additionally, L1-estimation was implemented to each of the problems by two different 
approaches: 1) by using a linear programming approach solved by the simplex method, 2) 
by a brute force method (exhaustive search for all possible sets of solutions). Results from 
both approaches are identical. This has verified the idea that the linear programming 
approach can be used as a convenient tool for implementing L1-estimation for all methods 




Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) is a technology that uses a laser scanner to obtain 
local information about the positions and reflectivities of the objects being surveyed. A 
ranging instrument and a beam steering mechanism serve as the basic components of a 
LIDAR device. With the sampling capability of LIDAR device, a result known as a “point 
cloud” of the surrounding 3D space being surveyed by the LIDAR device is produced. This 
point cloud contains three dimensional position and intensity data (X, Y, Z, I). The intensity 
data gives information about the reflectivity of the object surfaces in the scanning 
environment.  
 
Mobile Terrestrial Laser Scanning (MTLS) is a technology that combines LIDAR, optical 
cameras (optional) a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver(s), Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU), Distance Measurement Instrument (DMI, a vehicle wheel 
revolution counter) as well as other ancillary devices onto a moving vehicle platform. The 
combined system produces a registered point cloud from these sensors. The moving vehicle 
can be a van, a Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV), truck, boat, or rail vehicle as dictated by the 
scanning requirements. The whole system that deploys MTLS technology is often referred 
to as a Mobile Terrestrial Laser Scanner or a Mobile Terrestrial Mapping System (MTMS). 




Scanner (MLS) and Mobile Mapping System (MMS). The aforementioned terms are often 
shortened to be simply Mobile LIDAR with the understanding that it stands for Mobile 
Terrestrial LIDAR. The reader should be clear here that in this document the terms MLS 
or MMS are shorter version of the terms Mobile Terrestrial Laser Scanner and Mobile 
Terrestrial Mapping System (MTMS), respectively. It should be noted here that in the 
literature, the term Mobile Laser Scanner (MLS) or Mobile Mapping System (MMS) have 
become generalized and represent a system deployed on any moving platform (airborne or 
terrestrial). The majority of authors try to avoid this confusion by explicit use of the terms 
airborne LIDAR or airborne mapping system to represent a special case of mobile mapping 
system mounted on an airborne vehicle.  
 
Advances in laser scanning and positioning instruments allow a scene to be rapidly 
captured resulting in rich 3D point clouds and their associated reflectance or intensity 
information. Mobile Mapping System (MMS) technology is emerging today as a popular 
choice of survey method in many engineering and science applications. It is especially 
popular in the area of facility mapping, urban modeling and transportation applications, 
(see Li, 1997, Ussyshkin, 2009, and Williams, Olsen, Roe, & Glennie, 2013).  
 
1.1 Background of Mobile Terrestrial Laser Scanning Technology 
In this section the background of Mobile Terrestrial Laser Scanning (MTLS) technology 
are presented. In general, an MTLS system consists of four main components: 1) 
positioning and orientation sensors/system, 2) ranging and imaging sensor(s), 3) control 
system, and 4) ancillary devices for system integration. It should be noted here that the 
concept of mobile terrestrial mapping system was already introduced in the early 90’s. 
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Examples can be found in Novak, 1993, Bossler and Toth, 1996, and El-Sheimy, 1996. A 
brief history and the evolution over the last decade of the 20th century of the mobile 
mapping concept with the focus on the operational principles are covered in Grejner-
Brzezinska , 2001 (Part One). The majority of the mobile terrestrial systems developed in 
those early days mostly used cameras as mapping sensors. Later on with the development 
in LIDAR technology, the laser scanner became more affordable and was adopted as the 
major mapping sensor in many newer systems.  
 
Many authors have somewhat covered the overview of this technology in their publications. 
For example, Li (1997), El-Sheimy (2005), Shan and Toth (2009), Toth (2009), Ussyshkin 
(2009), Graham (2010), Petrie (2010), Vosselman and Maas (2010), Schwarz and El-
Sheimy (2012), Olsen et al. (2013), Puente (2013), Johnson, Bethel, Supunyachotsakul, & 
Peterson (2016). Graham, 2010 provides a big picture overview of mobile mapping 
technology, including the system components aspect, operation, and data collection as well 
as the data processing perspective. Johnson et al. (2016) not only covers all fundamental 
aspects about MMS technology but also gives insight about MMS data accuracy 
evaluations and provides guidelines for the use of MMS technology in surveying. Relating 
to the guidelines for the use of MMS technology, Olsen et al. (2013) is another good 
publication to refer to. Besides providing guidelines for the use of MMS technology, it also 
covers other interesting aspects of the subject such as management.  
 
Li (1997) and El-Sheimy (2005) provide insight about kinematic modeling principles and 
relate that to the concept of direct-georeferencing. The concept of data obtained from MMS 
by direct-georeferencing is covered in Toth (2009), and Schwarz and El-Sheimy (2012). 
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Petrie (2010) and Puente (2013) also provide a good overview of MMS technology with 
separate discussions on each individual component. 
 
The Mobile Mapping System (MMS) can be configured in variety of ways depending on 
different vendors, requirements, and makes. The performance of the MMS itself depends 
on the specifications and capabilities of the fundamental or main components which can 
be itemized as follows: 
 Positioning and orientation sensors/system which are Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS) receivers and Inertial Navigation System (INS) incorporating the 
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with associated software implementing 
navigation, estimation, and error propagation solutions. 
 Mapping sensors which are laser scanners (active ranging sensor with steering 
optics) and digital cameras. 
 A control system which includes a computer and the software system to control and 
coordinate all aspects of the data collection. 
 Ancillary devices which include Distance Measurement Instrument (DMI) or 
Wheel Revolution Counter, rigid platform for stable geometric calibration of the 
components, devices for solution display, cables, data storage, and other essential 
devices for effective system integration. 
The raw sensor data obtained from a Mobile Mapping System (MMS) can be varied and is 
typically stored in a proprietary format which depends on the sensors and components of 
the MMS used in data acquisition process. The raw sensor data obtained from the MMS is 
time-tagged and typically includes the following: 
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 Readings from each laser scanner; the angles and ranges for a pulsed laser scanner 
or the angles and phases for a phase-based scanner. 
 Digital images taken from digital cameras and/or video files from a video recording 
system. 
 Distance readings from DMI. 
 GNSS readings which are the phase and pseudorange observables from the GNSS 
receiver. 
 IMU readings. 
 
The raw sensor data must be integrated and processed to arrive at a point cloud and geo-
positioned camera stations. The point cloud coordinates in the scanner frame can be 
transformed to the IMU body frame from the rotation and the translation parameters known 
by calibration. The so-called ‘‘boresight angles’’ are the orientations of the scanner frame 
with respect to the IMU body frame and the ‘‘lever arm offsets’’ are the three dimensional 
offsets from the scanner frame origin to the INS body frame origin. The Inertial Navigation 
System (INS) reports the orientations of the IMU body frame (roll, pitch and heading) with 
respect to a reference frame known as the ‘‘Instantaneous Local Level Frame’’ that has the 
origin aligned with IMU body frame’s origin. The coordinates measured and transformed 
into the IMU body frame can be then transformed to the Instantaneous Local Level Frame. 
The GNSS receiver mounted on the vehicle is continuously collecting time-tagged data for 
the Instantaneous Local Level Frame’s position. The GNSS data logs obtained from the 
receiver mounted on the MMS vehicle and the data from receivers occupying project base 
stations are then post-processed to arrive at the instantaneous positions of the Local Level 
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Frame with respect to an Earth-centered-earth-fixed (ECEF) project reference frame. The 
point cloud data in the Instantaneous Local Level Frame can then be transformed to the 
ECEF frame (geo-referenced). 
 
Object point cloud data obtained from MMS surveys is considered as the fundamental 
output from the MMS surveys. The required products from MMS surveys vary by project. 
For particular applications with unique objectives, a variety of filters and processors can 
be applied to the point cloud. For example, object classification, segmentation, vegetation 
removal, vehicle removal, feature extraction, terrain modeling, etc. may be applied to point 
clouds to produce specific types of value-added products. These are referred to as derived 
datasets or extracted features. Examples of such derived datasets include cross sections, 
profiles, contours, utility locations, and bridge clearances. Derived datasets can be obtained 
not only from manipulations applied to the surveyed point cloud data itself, but they can 
also be obtained through manipulations of point clouds and other relevant information such 
as registered imagery obtained from the MMS surveys. In some specific applications, 
imagery may be considered as the main product of the MMS survey. Systems designed for 
these specific types of application are normally equipped with many high resolution 
cameras have less emphasis on the laser scanners.  
 
The errors present in a Mobile Mapping System can be categorized into two main sources: 
instrumental errors and operational errors. For the instrumental errors, the physical 
components of an MMS and the calibrated relationships among them contribute to the 
instrumental errors of the MMS itself. The following is a summary of error sources in the 
principal components of an MMS.  
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 Laser Scanner Errors. The errors in range and angular measurements of the time-
of-flight scanner are a contributing cause of the uncertainty in locating the actual 
positions of the scanned objects. 
 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Errors. GNSS error sources include the 
satellite and receiver clock errors, orbit errors, the atmospheric delays, relativistic 
effects, and random noise. These errors may be modeled in the GNSS solution or 
compensated by differencing techniques relative to fixed control stations. The 
GNSS solution determines the project reference coordinate system of the scanned 
object points. Residual GNSS errors contribute to the relative positional errors 
between points and the absolute positional errors of the points. 
 IMU/INS Attitude Errors. The principal role of the IMU is to provide angular 
velocity observations which can be integrated into angular orientation information 
(roll, pitch, and heading) of the IMU body frame with respect to the Instantaneous 
Local Level Frame. Together with position data, this enables the point data in the 
Instantaneous Local Level Frame to be transformed into the ECEF frame. Thus all 
points in the point cloud are brought into a common reference frame. Knowledge 
of the sensor attitude with respect to the local level frame, via INS data, affects 
every point. Therefore any uncompensated errors from the IMU/INS will have 
direct impact on the geometric quality of the point cloud. 
 Boresight Alignment Errors. The orientation of the scanner frame with respect to 
the IMU body frame is expressed through boresight angles and lever arm offsets. 
The boresight angles cannot be observed by direct measurements, therefore these 
values are obtained indirectly through a calibration process. There are inevitable 
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residual adjustment errors present in the alignment estimates. The lever arm offset 
values can be obtained either though calibration or by measurements or both. Note 
that the values required are vector components, not just lengths, so some realization 
of the relevant coordinate systems is necessary. 
 
In addition to the errors from the MMS’s instruments that directly contribute to overall 
errors, the way the system is operated also plays a vital role in the resulting MMS error 
budget. System operation procedures also affect the completeness and the quality of the 
scanned data. The following is a summary of error sources in terms of operational effects. 
 GNSS Signal Multipath. The structures in the vicinity of the GNSS receiver can 
cause multipath interferences of GNSS signals resulting in decreased accuracy of 
the positions. The multipath effect can be quite severe especially in urban areas 
(urban canyons) where there are many tall building structures. 
 GNSS Signal Obstruction. The structures or objects in the vicinity of the GNSS 
receiver can also cause an obstruction between the GNSS receiver and some or all 
satellites. This forces the receiver to estimate position with fewer satellites resulting 
in geometrically weaker positioning solutions of the MMS.  
 Loss of GNSS Signal Lock. Closely related to signal obstruction is ‘‘momentary 
obstruction’’ resulting in loss of lock, or discontinuities in signal tracking. It differs 
from the obstructions mentioned above, in that it is momentary rather than 
persistent. The loss of GNSS signal lock greatly affects the positioning of the MMS. 
The loss of GNSS signal lock is mainly caused by obstruction features such as trees, 
bridges, vehicles, etc. 
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 Traffic Conditions. Heavy traffic conditions during the MMS data collection causes 
vehicle and pedestrian shadows or occlusions in the resulting point cloud. Note that 
some of these conditions can be mitigated by having the MMS vehicle make 
multiple passes. 
 Weather Conditions. Rain or snow during the MMS data collection process can be 
very detrimental to the data quality due to the fact that the rain droplets or 
snowflakes themselves behave as scatterers with unpredictable corruption of the 
point cloud. Recent rain can be an issue if there are significant puddles or standing 
water, as these will cause specular reflections of the laser energy. This has two 
deleterious effects: it prevents properly detecting the ground surface under the 
puddle, and it may introduce spurious points via the reflection (we could also call 
this multipath of the scanner itself). 
 
1.2 Research Motivations  
Since MMS technology is widely used for many applications, quantifying its accuracy is a 
very important task and usually an essential task. Therefore, the topic of accuracy 
evaluation of MMS data is often pursued by researchers. The author has seen the 
importance of this technology as it progressed and developed through the past decades. It 
remains important today. The findings and outcomes from the research on MMS data 
accuracy are useful for many specific applications.  These include the field of feature 
extraction for 3D modeling. Before rich 3D point clouds are turned into accurate 3D models, 




Additionally, the author has a special interest in the topic of outliers in observation data. 
This includes the detection and elimination of outliers. This is because outliers present in 
observed data will corrupt any subsequent parameter estimation or model construction. 
 
1.3 Research Structure  
From the aforementioned research motivations, the author has structured this research into 
three main themes (A, B, and C, see below) and conducted them accordingly. Each of these 
research themes will be treated and presented in a separate manner by their own individual 
Chapters (see section 1.5 Dissertation Strcuture). Here, a summary of each theme will be 
covered. The purpose is to convey a big picture of the theme contents before presenting 
their objectives in the next section. The motivation for this organization, is that each of the 
themes will be the subject of a journal article, to be submitted in the coming months (one 
is currently under review). Following is a listing of the themes (not in chronological order 
of application).  
A. Geometric Evaluation of Accuracy from Mobile Mapping System Surveys. 
B. Automatic Detection of Validation Targets in Terrestrial Mobile Mapping Surveys 
(employed in theme A). 
C. Outlier Detection from Photogrammetry and Surveying Problems with L1-Norm 






1.4 Research Objectives 
The objectives of this research can be stated according to the three themes just mentioned. 
A chapter of the dissertation will be devoted to each one, therefore the objectives discussed 
here will be just an overview to give the reader an idea of its objectives. More details about 
the objectives can be found in the relevant chapter.  
 
For theme A (Geometric Evaluation of Accuracy from Mobile Mapping System Surveys), 
the goals are to evaluate accuracy of MMS data through the developed accuracy evaluation 
procedures and investigate the factors that may affect the accuracy of the MMS data. 
Everything is based on actual data collection on established test sites.  
 
For theme B (Automatic Detection of Validation Targets in Terrestrial Mobile Mapping 
Surveys), it is directly related to theme A. In general, validation points/features are needed 
for evaluating accuracy of scanned MMS data. In MMS surveying many of the features of 
interest for the survey project are not on the paved roadway surface, close to the mobile 
mapping vehicle.  As such, validating the accuracy of the point cloud data off of the 
roadway is important. A method is needed to capture a point feature off of the roadway in 
a position where a target on the ground surface would not be visible to the scanner. One of 
the goals of this theme B is to study the possibility of using geometric 3D targets of 
spherical shape placed over the validation point. Consequently, a way is needed to extract 
coordinates of that target (and its center point) from the scanned point cloud. This defines 
another goal of theme B, which is to develop a robust automatic sphere target detection 
and estimation procedure to be used in place of manual extraction. Furthermore, the 
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analysis is needed in order to analyse the quality of the estimated target centers obtained 
from the developed detection/estimation algorithm. 
 
For theme C (Outlier Detection from Photogrammetry and Surveying Problems with L1-
Norm Minimization), the goal is to study the possibility of detecting the presence of outliers 
in observation data by using the L1-norm minimization in the estimation process for 
solving photogrammetry and surveying related problems. The challenge here was to apply 
L1 estimation techniques for observations only problems, and for general least squares 
(mixed model) problems. Existing published work has exclusively been applied to indirect 
observations problems. The ideas should be verified by studying different geometric 
models. The implementation procedures should also be studied. 
 
1.5 Dissertation Structure 
The remaining parts of this dissertation will be organized based on the themes as listed in 
section 1.3. Each theme will be presented in its own individual chapter. Each chapter will 
be treated as if it is a separate document. In each chapter, there is an introduction, related 
works (literature review), results, discussion, methodology, conclusion, and other related 
sections. Chapter two of this document covers everything about theme A, while Chapters 




  GEOMETRIC EVALUATION OF ACCURACY FROM MOBILE 
MAPPING SYSTEM SURVEYS 
2.1 Introduction and Summary 
Mobile Terrestrial Laser Scanning (MTLS) or Mobile Mapping System (MMS) technology 
is a popular technique for mapping on roadways. Since MMS technology is widely used 
nowadays, quantifying its accuracy is a very important task and is the main focus of this 
chapter. In general, validation points/features are needed for evaluating accuracy of the 
scanned MMS data.  In MMS surveying many of the features of interest for the survey 
project are not on the paved roadway surface, close to the mobile mapping vehicle. A 
method is needed to capture a point feature off of the roadway in a position where a target 
on the ground surface would not be visible to the scanner. In this study, eight geometric 
3D targets of spherical shape with 14" (35.56 cm) diameter were used. The sphere target 
calibration process has shown that the eight sphere targets are of good quality and 
consistent in size and shape at the 1 mm level (see Appendix A for details of the sphere 
target calibration process). The author is interested in absolute versus relative accuracy of 
the dataset obtained from MMS, and in accuracies of different grades of scanning 
equipment (design grade, and asset grade). All of these characteristics and factors have 
been geometrically evaluated through the developed procedures by exploiting sphere 




In the geometric evaluation of accuracy from MMS surveys, the centers of sphere targets 
were detected from the scanned point clouds by the author’s own developed sphere center 
detection and estimation algorithm (see more details of this algorithm in Chapter 3). The 
sphere centers were then offset to the validations points on the ground and compared 
against the ones observed independently by GNSS survey. The statistical analyses have 
been performed on the results of ground coordinate comparisons to quantify the absolute 
and relative accuracy of the datasets obtained from different grade MMSs. Results were 
obtained in both a city driving environment and a highway environment. Additionally, 
relative accuracy in a small section of data was studied through bridge clearance 
measurement method. The analysis results have given useful information on the geometric 
accuracy of the MMS datasets studied. In the course of the study, several other factors have 
also been suggested as possibly affecting the geometric accuracy of MMS data.  These 
include vehicle driving technique, and selectable data rates. Some preliminary findings 
about accuracy implications of these factors were also discussed in this chapter. 
 
2.2 Related Work 
As previously mentioned, MMS technology is widely used today and quantifying its 
accuracy is a very important task. The topic of accuracy evaluation of MMS data has often 
been pursued by other researchers. There is extensive literature on the topic of LIDAR data 
accuracy assessment. In this section only closely related publications will be discussed. 




Ussyshkin and Smith (2007) described the necessity of accuracy evaluation of LIDAR data 
in a very clear way. In their opinion, many publications in the field of corridor surveys are 
mostly focused on data acquisition rather than on demonstrating achievable data accuracy. 
They also believed that the difficulty in determining “ground-truth” reference points has 
prevented researchers from experimenting on different methods for data accuracy 
assessment. Also most of the accuracy analysis of terrestrial LIDAR data may often require 
complicated 3D feature extraction algorithms.  
 
As mentioned above, the validation points/features in MMS scanned scenes are needed for 
accuracy evaluation. Some researchers use geometric features (building corners, poles, etc.) 
presented in the scanned scenes as validation points/features. Examples are Barber, Mills, 
and Smith-Voysey (2008), Haala, Peter, Kremer, and Hunter (2008), Kaartinen, Hyyppä, 
J., Kukko, Jaakkola, and Hyyppä, H. (2012), Lin, Hyyppä, Kaartinen, Kuuko (2013). In 
some cases where the geometric features presented in the scanned scene are not sufficient 
or not appropriate, extra targets can be used. Lim et al. (2013) exploited twelve intensity 
based targets by placing six targets on the ground and six targets mounted on tripods. They 
reported failure in detecting all of the targets which were placed on the ground. This has 
reinforced this author’s claim that the features of interest for a roadway scanning project 
are not always on the paved roadway surface, and not always close to the mobile mapping 
vehicle. Hence a geometric target is an excellent alternative to be used in such a situation. 
Johnson et al. (2016) have shown that using geometric targets of spherical shape as 
validation points for accuracy evaluation of MMS data is plausible. 
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Some other researchers have employed geometric sphere targets for evaluating the 
accuracy of their MMS data, for example Kukko, Kaartinen, Hyyppä, and Chen (2012), 
and Vaaja et al. (2013). However, their sphere targets are half in size compared to the ones 
used by Johnson et al. (2016). Large size sphere targets are beneficial in capturing 
sufficient points for the purpose of detecting and estimating target centers; this is especially 
true for the case of an MMS survey. 
 
When considering planimetric (X, Y) and elevation accuracy evaluation of MMS data; 
most researchers consider them separately. In some cases, researchers may only be 
interested in accuracy evaluation for a specific direction. For example, many researchers 
performed LIDAR data accuracy evaluation only for the elevations; see Bitence, 
Lindenbergh, Khoshelham, and van Waarden (2011) and Vaaja et al. (2011). This is 
because for their applications, only the accuracy in elevation is important.  
 
When considering absolute and relative accuracy evaluation of MMS data, not many 
researchers have successfully described these two different concepts in a clear manner. The 
concept of relative accuracy evaluation has been discussed in Kremer and Hunter (2007), 
however Johnson et al. (2016) has addressed this topic in a more comprehensive manner. 
 
When focusing on the method/procedures used by researchers to evaluate accuracy of 
MMS data, many different methods/approaches have been used, based on circumstances 
and requirements. There is not a single approach that fits all cases. A variety of MMS data 
accuracy evaluation methods/approaches can be found in Johnson et al. (2016), Toschi et 
al. (2015), Xu, Cheng, Zhang, and Ding (2015), Botes (2013), Lim et al. (2013), Lin et al. 
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(2013), Kaartinen et al. (2012), Kukko et al. (2012), Barber et al. (2008), Haala et al. (2008), 
Karimi, Khattak, and Hummer (2000). 
 
2.3 Objectives 
The goals of this study were already briefly mentioned in section 1.4 (Research Objectives) 
of Chapter 1. They will now be enumerated in greater detail: 
 Establish Test Sites for MMS data collection. 
 Perform data collection on the established Test Sites based on a designed data 
collection strategy.  
 Evaluate absolute and relative accuracy of collected MMS data through the use of 
the developed accuracy evaluation procedures. 
 Investigate the factors that may affect the accuracy of the MMS data. The factors 
to be considered are 1) roadway environment, 2) grade of MMS systems used, 3) 
driving technique during data collection, and 4) selectable data collection rate. 
 
2.4 Design of Experiment 
In order for the data collection experiment to serve the purpose of accuracy evaluation, it 
had to be designed by taking related factors into account. These aforementioned factors 
represented different environmental conditions, equipment characteristics, or operating 
procedures which might plausibly affect accuracies. The following factors were chosen to 





 Two different types of roadway environment (see Section 2.4.1) 
 Highway or freeway style roadway 
 Urban style roadway, where the driving neighborhoods are commercial 
buildings, residences, and other urban features, and vehicle velocities are 
lower. 
 Different grade of MMS used; design grade and asset grade, see Section 2.4.2. 
 Different driving technique during data collection, see Section 2.6.1. 
 Different selectable data collection rate (point repetition rate), see Section 2.6.1 
 
The above mentioned factors are considered in designing/selecting the Test Sites (data 
collection sites), as well as in the designing of the data collection strategy. 
 
 Test Sites 
The Test Sites are actually two separate sites that represent different types of roadway 
environments. The first site is an open freeway setting that includes a railroad bridge 
overpass. It is along the new US231 bypass west of West Lafayette, IN (passing the Purdue 
University Airport). This site is referred to here as “231Route” (see Figure 2.1). It is 
approximately 2.93 km (1.82 mi.) long. The second site is placed in an urban setting 
(surface streets) which has several turns and a roundabout, in the vicinity of the INDOT 
Research Facility in West Lafayette, IN. This site is referred to here as “INDOTLoop” (see 





Figure 2.1 Test Site – 231Route.  
 
 
Figure 2.2 Test Site – INDOTLoop. 
 
 Mobile Mapping Systems Used for Data Collection 
Since the grade of MMS is one of the factors that directly affects the accuracy and quality 
of MMS data, it is crucial to evaluate the accuracy of MMS data collected from different 
system grades. In the MMS community, the systems can be broadly grouped into two main 
categories; the so-called design grade and the asset grade. In general, the design grade 
system has higher performance mapping sensors (scanner and /or cameras), positioning 
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units (GPS and INS/IMU), and possibly other supporting devices compared to the ones of 
the asset grade system. This implication is that the data from design grade systems can 
support engineering design, whereas the asset grade system are more for inventory and 
inspection. 
 
In this study, there are a total of four MMS used in the data collection process, all are from 
different vendors. There are two systems of “design grade” (referred to here as Design 
Grade 1 and Design Grade 2) and two systems of “asset grade” (referred to here as Asset 
Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2). Since this study did not focus on accuracy evaluation of 
specific equipment makes, these generic names were chosen. More details about system 
specifications can be found in Appendix E. 
 
2.5 Control Surveys and Point Signalization 
The control points and validation points were placed along on both the 231Route and the 
INDOTLoop. These control and validation points, having been signalized, were captured 
during the MMS data collection (during MMS scanning). 
 
 Control Points (Painted on Road Surface) 
The high contrast black and white pavement markings (referred to here as “Painted Target”) 
were painted along the 231Route and INDOTLoop. These marks served as the control 
points in MMS data collection (vendors were allowed to use coordinates of these targets if 
they wished). Two different patterns of painted targets were generated, which are the cross 
pattern of size 30" by 30" (76.2 cm by 76.2 cm) and the square pattern of size 30" by 30" 
(76.2 cm by 76.2 cm), as shown in Figure 2.3. The painted targets are designed to achieve 
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high contrast to benefit control point positioning in the scanned point cloud during data 
processing. The size of the painted background is not critical as long as it is big enough to 
produce a good contrast response in the point cloud. For this study the black backgrounds 
were painted with a size of one meter by one meter. In all cases the surveyed point was a 
nail at the center of the target pattern. A least squares matching technique was subsequently 
used to align a template with the intensity image. Long histories in photogrammetry of 
aligning such targets by least squares matching have shown it to be a very accurate and 
reliable method. This is so because one uses all of the edges or gradients of the target shape. 
Further, this is done automatically, eliminating any biases from manual measurement. 




Figure 2.3 Painted target with square pattern (left) and cross pattern (right). 
 
 Validation Points (Tripod Mounted) 
The geometric 3D targets of sphere and cube shape has been elected to be used as the 
validation points. These 3D geometric targets are constructed with the use of available 
materials. The sphere targets are constructed from injection molded spherical light fixtures 
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of 14" (35.56 cm) diameter. The sphere bases are fixed with customized aluminum 
mounting brackets with a tapped hole at the bottom for attaching to a conventional survey 
tribrach. The cube target is constructed from wood panels fastened together forming the 
cube shape target with a size of 12". Figures 2.4 and 2.5 depict the sphere with its mounting 
bracket and cube target, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 2.4 Sphere target with its mounting bracket attached to a survey tribrach. 
 
 




It was concluded that the construction of 3D sphere target is much simpler than the cube 
target, especially when considering the need for many such targets to be used in the data 
collection. Another drawback of the cube target is that when placing it on a tripod, extra 
attention is needed to ensure that the orientation of the cube makes it possible for at least 
three faces of the cube to be scanned by the MMS. For the case of sphere target, the 
orientation of the sphere is irrelevant, since of course it is spherically symmetric. Therefore 
the geometric target with sphere shape seems to be a better choice compared to the cube. 
Consequently, the cube target was not used in any procedures or steps of the MMS data 
accuracy evaluation. Nevertheless it was placed on the routes to be scanned so that, perhaps 
at a later time, issues involved with using it for validation can be evaluated. 
 
In this study, a total of eight sphere target were constructed, so that they could fully occupy 
one Test Site with validation points. This necessitated moving the validation targets before 
commencing scan for the second Test Site. 
 
All of the eight sphere targets were calibrated to ensure the high quality and to recover the 
offset distance denoted here as “D”, as shown in Figure 2.6. More details of sphere target 
calibration process can be found in Appendix A. The calibration process performed has 
proved that the eight constructed sphere targets were of good quality because they are 





Figure 2.6 Offset distance D of sphere target 
 
Figure 2.7 shows a sphere target mounted on a tripod and placed over a validation point on 
the ground located off the road shoulder along the Test Site. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Sphere target over a validation point off road shoulder. 
 
The distribution of control points (painted targets) and validation points (sphere targets) on 
both Test Sites (231Route and INDOTLoop) and their reference names are shown in 
Figures 2.8 and 2.9. On the 231Route there are a total of eight sphere targets placed over 
validation points which are referred to here as S1-S8. The same set of sphere targets were 
used on INDOTLoop also; they are placed over validation points which are referred to here 
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as S9-S16. On the 231Route there are a total of seven control points (T1-T7), four of them 
are painted in the square pattern while the other three are in the cross pattern. For the case 
of the INDOTLoop, there are total of nine control points (T8-T16), four of them are painted 
in the square pattern while the other five are in the cross pattern. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Distribution of control and validation points on 231Route (highway). 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Distribution of control and validation points on INDOTLoop (urban roads). 
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All of the control and validation point positions have been independently surveyed by using 
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) with the Real Time Kinematic (RTK) 
technique (using the INCORS reference stations). They were surveyed multiple times on 
different days, with times of day chosen for constellation diversity. The details on GNSS 
data collection can be found in Appendix D. The orthometric heights of the control and 
validation points were determined by leveling, using the latter two of the three points 
shown in Table D.3 as fixed benchmarks. The coordinates of the validation points are 
withheld from the MMS vendors for the accuracy evaluation purpose. For the vendor MMS 
data processing, the coordinates of all control points (painted targets) in the State Plane 
Coordinate System of 1983 (IN west zone) and their orthometric heights were made 
available to all MMS vendors to be used in any steps of their data processing. Additionally, 
three GNSS base stations (Topcon GR5) in the vicinity of each route around the Test Sites 
have been set up (by the author). All base station locations lie in open areas with 
unobstructed sky-views and the distances between them form short baselines. These were 
collecting pseudorange and phase observables during the whole time of MMS data 
collection by each vendor. The observations from these three GNSS base stations around 
the Test Sites, in the form of RINEX files, are delivered to all vendors for MMS data post 
processing purposes. Sometimes the vendor chose to set up their own base station, 
sometimes not. The geodetic coordinates of the three base stations used during the data 






When comparing measurements of a system under test against control points, the question 
arises: Are the control points considered perfect or do they themselves have errors? The 
answer is, of course, the control points have errors. How then will those errors be taken 
into account in evaluating the system under test? This issue has been addressed by Mikhail 
(2016). In one dimension, let xc be a control value with	σ . Let x be an observed or 
estimated value from the system under test with σ. If  σ 3σ , then the discrepancy δ
x x  will essentially have σ  as its quality measure. In other words, the control’s 
contribution to the discrepancy is not significant. 
 
On the other hand, if σ and σ  are closer in value, one cannot attribute the discrepancy only 
to the variability of 	x . In fact, by error propagation, 	σ σ σ . That is, the 
discrepancies contain contributions from both the control and the estimated value. 
 
For this research the control points were established with GNSS/RTK, see Appendix D, 
with uncertainties given there. The quality metrics will be derived from δ itself. Thus, to 
use the recommended quality metrics, it is assumed that the control points have similar 
uncertainties. This assumption is justified since GNSS/RTK (with 2 and 3 occupations) 
would be the most practical and accessible technology available to most surveyors. If the 
control point uncertainty was either much less or much greater than the figures given here, 





2.6 Data Collection 
As discussed in Section 2.4 (Design of Experiment), factors which may influence MMS 
data accuracy include types of roadway environment, the grade of the MMS, the driving 
technique, and the data collection rate or the sampling rate which is selectable. To be able 
to study the effects of these factors, the data collection strategy was designed as described 
in the following Section. 
 
 Scanning Strategy  
Each of the four mobile mapping systems was used for data collection on both Test Sites 
(231Route and INDOTLoop). The effect of the variable sampling rate and the driving 
technique are studied through the data collection only by MMS Design Grade 1.  As such, 
for studying the sampling rate effect, Design Grade 1 utilized a different sampling 
rate/point repetition rate (measurement/sec) in each of the sessions of normal driving on 
the 231Route. The sampling rate of 250 KHz and 500 KHz were selected. For studying the 
effect of data collection driving technique, a single fixed data sampling rate of 250 KHz 
was used for collecting data on the INDOTLoop with two different driving techniques. One 
is called “Acceleration Collection” (see Figure 2.10 (left)). This is a conventional way of 
driving along the roadways (see Driving path) during the data collection process without 
stopping the vehicle. The other is called “No Acceleration Collection” (see Figure 2.10 
(right)). This is a way of driving which avoids accelerations by driving through 
intersections, turning off collection (scanning), repositioning the vehicle, restarting the 
collection, and driving again through the intersection in new direction. The purpose of No 
Acceleration Collection driving technique is to avoid the situation where the system 
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collects data while the vehicle is making a sharp turn. The motivation for this (admittedly 
more cumbersome) approach is that some vendors have noticed a significant increase in 
data noise in the vicinity of sharp turns. Possibly the IMU/INS is not tracking position and 
attitude as accurately in these cases. Since this factor is to be investigated; therefore both 
driving techniques are exploited. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Acceleration Collection (left) and No Acceleration Collection (right). 
 
For other mobile mapping systems (Design Grade 2, Asset Grade 1, and Asset Grade 2) 
the data collections on both Test Sites (231Route and INDOTLoop) were done using the 
conventional settings used by the vendors. The vendor with MMS Design Grade 2 collected 
data on the INDOTLoop with No Acceleration Collection driving technique. Vendors with 
Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2 both collected data on INDOTLoop with Acceleration 




Table 2.1 Summary of the collected MMS data of this study. 
MMS Ref. Name Dataset Reference Name 
Design Grade 1 
231Route 250KHz of Design Grade 1 
231Route 500KHz of Design Grade 1 
INDOTLoop Acceleration Collection of Design Grade 1 
INDOTLoop No Acceleration Collection of Design Grade 1 
Design Grade 2 
231Route of Design Grade 2 
INDOTLoop of Design Grade 2 
Asset Grade 1 
231Route of Asset Grade 1 
INDOTLoop of Asset Grade 1 
Asset Grade 2 
231Route of Asset Grade 2 
INDOTLoop of Asset Grade 2 
 
 Bridge Scanned as Reference Dataset  
During accuracy evaluation of the data, both absolute and relative accuracies will be 
evaluated. The detail about accuracy evaluation procedures will not be covered here (see 
Section 2.7 for that). However, there is a part of the relative vertical accuracy evaluation 
over a small section of data (see Section 2.7.3) that involves the comparison of the bridge 
clearances derived from MMS data against the ones obtained by a higher accuracy survey 
method which in this case is the survey of the bridge by using Static Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (STLS) system. In this section the laser scanning of this bridge by using the STLS 
system will be briefly described.  
 
The bridge (it carries a railroad track) passing over the 231Route, as shown in Figure 2.11, 
was scanned during the data collection on 231Route by all of the vendors. This bridge was 
also separately scanned by a STLS system. The static terrestrial laser scanner used was the 
“ScanStation 2” of Leica Geosystems. The author’s experience has been, at these ranges, 
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that this instrument is accurate to a few millimeters. The scan result from the STLS system 
should be more accurate than the mobile systems since there is no motion involved. In 
order to verify that the scan result from the STLS system can be used as the reference data 
in this portion of the MMS relative accuracy evaluation processes, a separate experiment, 
fully described in Appendix B, was conducted to verify scale of the scanned point cloud 
from STLS system. The results from the experiment proved no significant scale errors in 
the scanned point cloud from the STLS system; therefore it was justified to use this point 
cloud as a reference to evaluate the bridge clearances extracted from the MMS data. 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Bridge overpass on 231Route.  
 
The bridge cannot be fully captured by one single position of the static scanner; therefore, 
in this case the laser scanner is placed at two different positions, one at the west side and 
the other at the east side. The scanning is performed at each scan position capturing 





Figure 2.12 The colorized scanned point cloud of the bridge from the scanner positioned at west side. 
 
 
Figure 2.13 The colorized scanned point cloud of the bridge from the scanner positioned at east side. 
 
A registration process is needed in order to combine point clouds from two different scan 
positions into one single unified point cloud. The overlap between the scanned scenes is 
needed for the registration process. In this case, the point clouds from the two different 
scan positions are registered through the use of the Cyclone software. This software 
employs a rigid body transformation (six parameters) for the registration process. The 
process is referred to as “Cloud to Cloud” registration. In the Cloud to Cloud registration 
process, the selected common scanned points appearing in both clouds are used for setting 
up the initial approximation of the alignment between clouds. The parameters representing 
the alignment between the two scanned clouds are adjusted through the iterations based on 
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the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. Since the point cloud registration process is not 
the focus of this project study, the details of the registration process will not be covered 
here.  
 
Once the registration process is complete, the result is a single unified point cloud 
representing the bridge as shown in Figure 2.14. This point cloud is then ready to be 
brought into the bridge clearance determination process in order to obtain the reference 




Figure 2.14 The merged point cloud with grayscale intensities of the bridge on 231Route scanned by STLS 
system (Leica ScanStation 2). 
 
2.7 MMS Data Accuracy Evaluation Methods 
For a sphere target, the coordinates in Easting (E), Northing (N) and Elevation (H) of the 
sphere center denoted here as (EscDet, NscDet, HscDet) were detected from a scanned point 
cloud by the developed automatic sphere target detection and estimation algorithm (more 
details about the detection algorithm can be found in Chapter 3). This sphere center (EscDet, 
NscDet, HscDet) must be translated to the validation point on the ground (denoted here as 
(EDet, NDet, HDet)) by the constants of the fixture (D) and the measured HI (height of 













    Eq. 2.1 
 
The coordinates of all 16 validation points on the ground (8 points/Test site) were 
independently surveyed by using GNSS/RTK. They were used as the reference coordinates 
and were denoted as (EGPS, NGPS, HGPS). The detected validation point coordinates (EDet, 
NDet, HDet) associated to each dataset and their corresponding references (EGPS, NGPS, HGPS) 
were compared for absolute and relative accuracy using the procedures described in the 
following sections. 
 
 Absolute Accuracy Evaluation of Project Data  
The absolute accuracy evaluations are performed dataset-wise (refer to Table 2.1 for all 10 
datasets of this study) which means for each dataset there will be a set of its own absolute 
accuracy evaluation results and the related statistics. For a dataset the following values are 















     Eq. 2.2 
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  RMSE 	 RMSE 	 RMSE 	 	 RMSE 	  Eq. 2.8 
 
The values dEi, dNi, dPi, and dHi are the discrepancy between coordinates of validation 
points “i” detected from point cloud and the reference one in Easting (E), Northing (N), 
and planimetric position (2D) of the State Plane Coordinate System of 1983, and in 
elevation (H), respectively. The third coordinate is the orthometric height. 
 
The absolute accuracy of the MMS data along a particular axis is expressed in terms of the 
root mean square errors (RMSE) in Easting (E), Northing (N) and Elevation (H) of the 
value dE, dN, and dH, respectively as shown in Equations 2.4 through 2.6. The absolute 
accuracy in combined planimetric position (2D) and 3D position are expressed in terms of 
RMSEP and RMSEQ as shown in Equations 2.7 and 2.8, respectively. For application to 
actual QA/QC of data in the future, these RMSE’s can be scaled to confidence intervals of 
higher probability. 
 
 Relative Accuracy Evaluation of Project Data 
The same idea is applied for the case of relative accuracy evaluation. That is, the relative 
accuracy evaluations are performed dataset-wise. As such, the relative accuracy evaluation 
procedures are described for a single dataset as an example. The same notations are used 
following the conventions in the previous section. 
 
In many areas of Geomatics, relative accuracy is better/higher than absolute accuracy. This 
might arise where a photogrammetric stereo model has good internal geometry, but a poor 
fit to the control points.  Conventionally, when evaluating the relative accuracy of a dataset, 
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one looks at coordinate differences rather than absolute coordinates, and compares data 
values against reference values. That is the difference in each coordinate component 
(Easting, Northing, and Elevation) is computed among pairs of validation points: point 
cloud vs. control (reference).  The difference between these two groups of differences are 
compared and reported in terms of the “difference of the difference” (double difference, 
denoted as ddE, ddN, and ddH for Easting and Northing and Elevation, respectively). It is 
often to be expected that the distances between pairs of validation points have an effect on 
the calculated relative accuracy. That is when the distance between a pair of validation 
points is large; it is likely to produce a large size of ddE, ddN, and ddH, and vice versa. 
However, this may not be true for the case of evaluating relative accuracy by using a 
network of validation points distributed over large project area. In particular it may not 
hold when the MMS data has been registered in an absolute sense, both during collection, 
and later during post-process. Since the network of the validation points used in this project 
covers a sizable project area, it is desirable to evaluate relative accuracy of the data based 
on two different approaches. That is, to use the aforementioned method (use the whole 
project data) and also adopt another approach of evaluating relative vertical accuracy over 
a small section of data. The details of this latter approach can be found in Section 2.7.3. 
 
The strategy behind this relative accuracy evaluation for the whole project data is to 
compare the accuracy of the network of validation points (differences) detected from point 
clouds against the reference values (surveyed from GNSS/RTK) for the same points. For a 
network of validation points, those detected from the point cloud (subscripted as “Det”) 
yielded values as listed in Equations 2.9 and 2.10 for n-1 and 2n-3 independent pairs of 
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validation points in the underlying network, respectively (n is the total number of validation 
points). n-1 points will be used for vertical (1D) analysis and 2n-3 points will be used for 
the planimetric (2D) analysis. In this case, there are 8 validation points, therefore n is 8, n-
1 and 2n-3 are 7 and 13 independent pairs of validation point, respectively. It should be 
noted that, the case of disturbed targets is discussed in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.6.1) because 
it happened on two occasions. In that case, the total number of validation points drops to 
7, the n-1 and 2n-3 independent pairs of validation points to be used for relative accuracy 
evaluation must be 6 and 11, respectively (for 1D and 2D). 
 












  Eq. 2.9 
    dP 	 dE dN   Eq. 2.10 
 
In a similar way the corresponding reference coordinates were processed as listed in 
Equations 2.11 and 2.12.  
 












  Eq. 2.11 





For an independent pair of validation points “i” and “j” the double difference as expressed 
in Equations 2.13 through 2.16 were computed with its associated number of independent 



















 Eq. 2.13, 2.14 
  ddP 	 ddP ddP , 		DDP 	 	|ddP 	|   Eq. 2.15, 2.16 
 
The relative accuracy of the MMS data in each coordinate component was expressed in 
terms of the root mean square errors (RMSE) in Easting (E), Northing (N) and Elevation 
(H) of the value DDE, DDN, and DDH, respectively. These are shown in Equations 2.17 
through 2.19 where m is the total number of independent pairs of validation points (m = n-
1 for 1D and m = 2n-3 for 2D where n is the total number of validation points in the 
underlying dataset). The relative accuracy of the MMS data in the planimetric position (2D) 






  Eq. 2.17, 2.18 
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 Vertical Relative Accuracy Evaluation over a Small Section of Data 
A method of evaluating vertical relative accuracy over a small section of an MMS dataset 
was performed via the bridge clearance determination. The STLS point cloud was used as 
the reference dataset (see Section 2.6.2). The process involves the comparison of the bridge 
clearances derived from MMS data against the reference ones (obtained from the STLS 
system). 
 
For the MMS data, the bridge clearances along the paths which are aligned with seven lane 
stripes on the road surface were determined (computed) from the scanned point cloud. 
Therefore, there are total of seven locations (corresponding to seven lane stripes) of the 
clearance to be computed. The locations, stripe vectors, and their associated reference 
names are depicted in the top view of the bridge in Figures 2.15. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Illustration in top view of the seven lane stripes for bridge clearance determination. 
 
Since the available commercial software algorithm for bridge clearance measurements is 
not fully revealed. The author has more confidence to compute bridge clearance values 
from the scanned point cloud by using an own developed algorithm. However, the bridge 
clearance determination was also performed using TopoDOT software and its results are 




In the developed bridge clearance algorithm, the first step is to extract the strip of points 
along each of the seven lane stripes (as shown in Figure 2.15). This process was manually 
performed by delineating the polygon enclosing the desired lane stripe on the top view 
display of the point cloud. Then points are extracted which fall within the drawn polygon. 
The illustration of this step is shown in Figure 2.16 with lane stripe W3 from data scanned 
by the Design Grade 2 system as an example. The length of the drawn polygon is not a 
critical parameter as long as the two main beams of the scanned bridge are well captured. 
For a lane stripe, the polygon was drawn in such way that its width is not too wide but just 
large enough to enclose the width of the stripe.  Figure 2.17 illustrates the extracted point 
cloud of the underlying lane stripe in the side view (the view perpendicular to stripe, 
looking horizontally).  
 
 
Figure 2.16 Illustration of extracting point cloud strip in top view of lane stripe W3 of Design Grade 2 





Figure 2.17 Illustration of extracted point cloud by using drawn polygon in the side view (the view 
perpendicular to the lane stripe, looking horizontally).  Note that the stripe crosses the bridge obliquely, 
leading to the presence of multiple cross beams. 
 
For a lane stripe, once the points enclosed by the drawn polygon have been extracted (as 
shown in Figure 2.17), a manual step designates the beams of interest for this profile. For 
all points in the beams of interest (depicted as point A in exaggerated size in Figure 2.18), 
the corresponding point on the road surface must be determined (this generally does NOT 
correspond exactly to a scanned point on the road surface). In order to determine bridge 
clearance for point A the elevation of the road surface beneath this point must be computed. 
This is done by using a plane fitting algorithm. The algorithm starts with locating point Ap 
which is the vertical projection of point A onto the road surface. Point Ap has only X 
(Easting) and Y (Northing) coordinates which are the same as point A. The scanned ground 
points, for which (X, Y) coordinates fall within the circle with radius “r” centered at point 
Ap are retained, the rest are filtered out. These retained ground points (labelled in light 
shade as shown in Figure 2.19) will be used in a plane fitting algorithm by least squares. 
The radius “r” of the circle is a design parameter and it must be large enough to cover 
sufficient points to recover the road surface. In actual processing, a radius “r” of size 12 
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cm was adopted for the starting value, the radius “r” may be automatically increased when 




Figure 2.18 Illustration of point A as an example of points on each main beam. 
 
 
Figure 2.19 Point A projected down to road surface, with circular region enclosing points to be used for 
plane fit. 
 
The bridge clearance at point A is obtained by computing the perpendicular distance from 
point A to the corresponding fitted ground plane. This process of determining bridge 
clearance at a single point is applied to all scanned points representing the selected beams 
of the bridge profile for the currently considered lane stripe. The shortest distance among 
all computed clearance values is adopted to be the bridge clearance value for the considered 
stripe.  With this developed procedure the clearances of the bridge are determined from the 
scanned point clouds obtained from the different systems. The values of bridge clearance 
determined from scanned MMS point clouds will be compared against the corresponding 
values determined from the STLS system.  
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 Extra Treatment Applied to MMS Data of Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2 to 
Evaluate Absolute Accuracy 
In Section 2.8 the results of the absolute and relative accuracy evaluation of each MMS 
dataset will be presented. That is for each dataset, it has its own absolute and relative 
accuracy values. The evaluation process and procedures are applied to each delivered 
dataset in the same manner as described in Sections 2.7.1 through 2.7.3. However there is 
an exception for the case of the data obtained from the mobile mapping system Asset Grade 
1 and Asset Grade 2. Here the data obtained from these 2 systems have undergone the 
absolute accuracy evaluation process twice. At first the absolute accuracy evaluation 
process is applied to the original delivered data obtained from these two systems, secondly 
the same absolute accuracy evaluation process is applied to the refined or transformed 
dataset (the author did the transformation/refinement since it was obviously done poorly 
by the two vendors).  
 
A local transformation through the use of control points (painted targets on asphalt) is 
applied to the original delivered data of Asset Grade 1 and 2 to produce the transformed 
data. The reason that the original data obtained from the MMS Asset Grade 1 and 2 needs 
to be transformed is because the results of the absolute accuracy evaluation applied to the 
original data have shown significant systematic errors (shifts) in the data. The discrepancies 
between the validation point coordinates obtained from MMS scanned data and the 
reference ones have shown a systematic pattern (bias). Therefore the results obtained from 
the absolute accuracy evaluation applied on the original dataset do not well represent the 
absolute accuracy of the data. The systematic error should be removed through the local 
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transformation process first before evaluating the accuracy of the MMS dataset. In this case 
it can be inferred that at the point of data delivery the data of Asset Grade 1 and Asset 
Grade 2 have never undergone any local transformation through the use of control points. 
(May be accuracy expectations are less stringent for asset grade data compared to design 
grade data.)  
 
A local transformation has been applied to the original dataset of MMS Asset Grade 1 and 
Asset Grade 2 through the use of the control points (painted targets on asphalt). In the local 
transformation, the coordinates of the control points detected from the scanned point clouds 
data are transformed to the reference coordinates of the control points (obtained by 
GNSS/RTK). In this case the 6-parameter transformation is adopted (see Olsen et al., 
2013). The transformation carries rotations and translations in Easting, Northing, and 
Elevation directions as parameters (scale is fixed at 1.000). The details of the 6-parameter 
local transformation applied to the original MMS data of Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2 
can be found in Appendix C. 
 
To locate the coordinates of the control points in the scanned point clouds is to locate the 
centers of the painted targets in the cross and square patterns as shown in Figure 2.3. For 
this the least squares matching procedure is applied. For a control point, the relationship 
between the detected coordinates from the scanned point clouds and its associated 
reference coordinates is expressed in the form of a 6-parameter transformation which 
involves 3 rotations and 3 translations. The parameters (rotations and translation) of the 
transformation are solved through a nonlinear least squares minimization. Table 2.2 shows 
the solved parameters of the local transformation which will be applied to the original 
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dataset obtained from MMS Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2. This will “improve” their 
absolute accuracy. 
 
Table 2.2 Solved parameters of 6-parameters local transformation applied to the original dataset obtained 
from MMS Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2. 
   Rotation  Translation 
















-0.004390 0.001025 0.000338 
186.2 -29.6 68.5 
(-15.80") (3.69") (1.22") 
INDOTLoop 
0.000415 0.001832 0.000259 
187.9 6.5 50.2 





0.006275 -0.002956 0.000102 
48.9 -82.9 113.9 
(22.59") (-10.64") (0.37") 
INDOTLoop 
-0.001563 -0.003396 -0.000750 
48.4 -84.0 114.3 
(-5.63") (-12.22") (-2.70") 
 
The data obtained from the Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2 system are transformed by 
applying rotations Ω, Φ, and К around East, North and Elevation axes, and translations tE, 
tN, and tH as shown in Table 2.2. 
 
 Analysis of the MMS Data Resolution (Point Density) 
Another important aspect to be considered when evaluating the quality of the point cloud 
data is the point spatial resolution or point density. Point density plays an important role in 
feature extraction from scanned point clouds. The resolution of the MMS dataset is 
characterized in terms of point density which is the number of points per unit area 
(points/m2 or points/ft2). A point density value itself is not a complete piece of information, 
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it is important that the point density information be accompanied by the location where it 
was evaluated.  
 
In this case the point densities of the MMS data obtained from different mobile mapping 
systems are evaluated. A swath of points is cut from each of the datasets at the same 
location and extent. The location of the strip of points is at the NE corner of the 
INDOTLoop. We consider the road centerline as the zero point (offset) of the file (see 
Figure 2.20). The point density analysis is performed on each side (left & right) of the cut 
strip. The point density of the MMS data is reported in terms of the number of points per 
unit area at varies offset distances from the reference center line (the road center). The 
results of the point density analysis are shown in Section 2.8.4 
 
 








2.8 Results and Discussions  
In this section the results of the absolute and relative accuracy evaluation of each dataset 
will be presented and discussed. First, in Section 2.8.1 the evaluation results of the absolute 
accuracy and the relative accuracy (over the whole project area) of all dataset will be 
presented along with relevant necessary discussions. In Section 2.8.2, the evaluation results 
of the relative accuracy (over a section of data) obtained from the method of bridge 
clearance measurements will be presented. Section 2.8.3 will cover descriptive discussions 
related to the obtained data accuracy evaluation results. Other important aspects obtained 
from the analyses of the MMS datasets will also be covered and discussed from Section 
2.8.4 onwards. 
 
Note that following completion of the tabulation of results and performance of the analysis, 
it was concluded that the concept of relative accuracy over the project area was not a useful 
concept. MMS are inherently absolute systems, and calling something relative does not 
make it so. However, the results of the relative analysis over the project were presented 
here, so the readers can make their own judgement, but they will not be included in the 
final tables. 
 
 Results of the Absolute Accuracy and the Relative Accuracy (over the Whole 
Project Area), Evaluation of all MMS Datasets 
Referring to all 10 MMS datasets of this project and their corresponding names from Table 
2.1, each dataset is evaluated for absolute accuracy by the method as described in Section 
2.7.1, and for relative accuracy (over whole project area) as described in Section 2.7.2. In 
this section these results are presented in Tables 2.3 through 2.5.  
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Table 2.3 Absolute accuracy evaluation results in terms of RMSE of all datasets. 














231Route 250KHz 2.6 3.6 0.9 4.5 4.6 
231Route 500KHz 2.4 2.4 1.3 3.4 3.6 
INDOTLoop  
Acceleration  Collection 
3.4 2.9 2.5 4.5 5.1 
INDOTLoop  
No Acceleration  Collection 
2.9 3.0 2.3 4.2 4.8 




231Route 2.5 1.9 0.9 3.2 3.3 
INDOTLoop 1.7 2.4 0.9 3.0 3.1 




231Route  – Original data 179.2 30.1 78.6 181.7 198.0 
231Route  – Transformed data 8.2 6.0 11.9 10.2 15.7 
      
INDOTLoop  – Original data 186.0 10.3 61.3 186.3 196.1 
INDOTLoop  – Transformed data 5.0 8.1 12.0 9.6 15.3 




231Route  – Original data 48.9 83.5 113.5 96.8 149.2 
231Route  – Transformed data 2.4 5.2 2.0 5.7 6.1 
      
INDOTLoop  – Original data 50.3 84.4 114.7 98.3 151.0 
INDOTLoop  – Transformed data 3.2 4.1 3.9 5.2 6.5 
 
From the results of the absolute accuracy evaluation as shown in Table 2.3, it should be 
noted that, in general, the absolute accuracies in planimetry (RMSEP) are lower compared 
to their corresponding absolute accuracies in vertical. This can be explained by recognizing 
that the accuracy and performance of the positioning sensor (GNSS and INS/IMU) is a 
major contributor to the overall absolute accuracy of the MMS data. The accuracy in 
heading determination of the IMU unit is lower compared to the accuracy of the roll and 
pitch determination. In other words, heading is the weakest component in the attitude 
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determination. Since heading accuracy directly affects the absolute accuracy of MMS data 
in planimetry (horizontal), therefore, in general, the RMSEP is larger than the RMSEH.   
 
Table 2.4 Absolute accuracy evaluation results in terms of average discrepancies of all datasets.  









231Route 250KHz 0.0 -0.7 -0.2 
231Route 500KHz -1.1 0.3 0.0 
INDOTLoop Acceleration  Collection -0.4 -0.1 -1.6 
INDOTLoop No Acceleration  Collection -0.7 -0.9 -1.5 
    
Design 
Grade 2 
231Route -1.7 0.1 0.5 
INDOTLoop 0.8 -0.1 0.4 
    
Asset 
Grade 1 
231Route  – Original data -179.2 29.5 -78.4 
231Route  – Transformed data 7.0 -0.0 -10.2 
    
INDOTLoop  – Original data -185.9 -6.4 -61.1 
INDOTLoop  – Transformed data 1.8 0.1 -10.6 
     
Asset 
Grade 2 
231Route  – Original data -48.8 83.4 -113.5
231Route  – Transformed data 0.1 0.5 1.1 
    
INDOTLoop  – Original data -50.2 84.3 -114.7
INDOTLoop  – Transformed data -1.6 0.4 -1.1 
 
As previously mentioned in Section 2.7.4, the reason why the original datasets from two 
asset grade mobile mapping systems need to be transformed is because the absolute 
accuracy evaluation results of these two systems (see Tables 2.3 and 2.4) have shown large 
biases between the validation point coordinates from the point cloud and from the control 
survey. Also a systematic pattern in discrepancies is detected through the fact that the 
average coordinate discrepancies in all directions (dEAvg, dNAvg, and dHAvg) are not small 
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in size. Rather they are quite large with sizes comparable to their associated RMSE values 
(RMSEE, RMSENN, and RMSEH). This means that the large discrepancies are not arising 
from only random error but also contain biases or systematic errors. 
 
From Table 2.2, it should be noted that for both datasets (231Route and INDOTLoop) of 
Asset Grade 1 and 2, the estimated rotation angles are quite small (rotation matrix is almost 
the identity matrix). This means that the source of the absolute discrepancies is really just 
a shift or a bias. As such, the results of absolute accuracy evaluation of the transformed 
dataset are improved compared to the accuracy of the original dataset (untransformed). By 
contrast, the results of relative accuracy evaluation of the transformed data should not be 
much improved when compared to the evaluation of the original data. Rather they should 
be comparable. This is due to the fact that the translations (the shifts) applied to the original 
data will not change the results in relative accuracy evaluation because all validations 
points are shifted by the same amount. Even though in this case the transformation carries 
translations as well as rotations, the very small magnitude of the rotations will not cause a 
significant change in the results of relative accuracy evaluation.  
 
For the case of MMS data of Asset Grade 1 and Asset grade 2, the results of relative 
accuracy evaluation (over whole project area) applied to the transformed data has shown 
that they are not significantly different from the ones of the original data. This has verified 
the expectations as previously mentioned above. Therefore, for the case of the relative 
accuracy evaluation (over whole project area) of data obtained from MMS Asset Grade 1 




Table 2.5 Summary of the relative accuracy evaluation (over whole project area) results in terms of RMSE 
of all datasets. 











231Route 250KHz 5.1 7.3 1.8 4.2 
231Route 500KHz 4.0 6.3 3.3 2.4 
INDOTLoop  
Acceleration  Collection 
5.8 5.9 4.3 5.3 
INDOTLoop  
No Acceleration  Collection 
4.8 5.3 3.2 4.7 
      
Design 
Grade 2 
231Route 3.5 4.4 1.6 2.8 
INDOTLoop 4.0 5.9 1.4 4.5 
      
Asset 
Grade 1 
231Route 8.3 16.5 14.3 11.1 
INDOTLoop 10.7 15.3 13.0 12.5 
      
Asset 
Grade 2 
231Route 4.9 10.3 4.0 7.5 
INDOTLoop 6.4 9.4 9.7 8.1 
 
Refer to and recall the notation discussed in Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2. As previously 
mentioned when considering the relative accuracy, it is often expected that the magnitude 
of double differences are proportional to distance. However, this may not be the case when 
evaluating relative accuracy by using a network of validation points distributed over a large 
project area. Another factor is that MMS data is inherently absolute, and the whole concept 
of relative accuracy may not be applicable. In order to study the effect of distance between 
validation point pairs on the computed relative accuracy, the values of computed DDHij, 
and DDPij, (see Equations 2.14, and 2.16) are plotted against their associated sorted 





Figure 2.21 Trend of relative accuracy evaluation results when consider network of validation points.  
 
Figure 2.21 shows the plots of the associated values of DDH and DDP versus distances 
between validation point pairs for the case of 231Route of Design Grade 1. For the 
231Route, there are total of 8 validation points which make the possible number of 
independent point pairs 2(8)-3 = 13 for DDP and 8-1 = 7 for DDH. Associated with each 
pair are the values of computed DDP and DDH and the distance between the point pair. 
The distances are sorted and their associated values of DDP and DDH are plotted. From 
the plot shown in Figure 2.21, it shows that there is no distance effect on the computed 
DDP (planimetric) and DDH (vertical). The same idea is applied to other datasets. For each 
dataset the plots are created. It turns out that all plots show a similar pattern with the values 
of DDP and DDH being random (up and down) over the range of distances. This confirms 
the above hypothesis that MMS being inherently absolute, does not exhibit the trend of 
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relative errors being proportional to distance. This prevents one from making statements 
like “one part in five thousand, or 1:5000” to describe relative accuracy. 
 
If the Asset Grade data had not been “fixed”, if the large shifts had been left in, then you 
would have seen a big improvement in relative accuracy compared to absolute accuracy. It 
was exactly that difference which led us to “fix” the data by registering to control points. 
So you can say that if a vendor neglects to properly register data, then relative accuracy 
versus absolute accuracy becomes an issue to consider.  However it seems unlikely that 
vendors can really get by with this kind of neglect. (Although the two asset grade vendors 
tried exactly that!)  
 
The results of this relative accuracy evaluation over the whole project area have shown that 
the concept of relative accuracy over the whole project of MMS dataset is usually not a 
valid concept, unless one neglects the local transformation. One may want to put more 
focus on the absolute accuracy of the MMS data.  
 
In this research study, the results from theme B (Automatic Detection of Validation Targets 
in Terrestrial Mobile Mapping Surveys) as described in Chapter 3 have provided insights 
about the quality of extracted validation points from the MMS scan. Details of this portion 
of the study can be found in Chapter 3, however, in summary it can be concluded that a 
“bad” scanned point cloud of sphere target in MMS scanning can be flagged. The flagged 
spheres should not be used in the accuracy evaluation process because there is a problem 
with those scanned sphere targets.  
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From the work described in Chapter 3, two bad scanned sphere targets were detected. It 
should be noted that what it is meant by “bad” is not pertaining to the physical quality of 
the actual sphere target itself; instead it is about the quality of scanned point clouds of the 
targets (see more details in Chapter 3). INDOTLoop of Design Grade 2 dataset has one bad 
scanned sphere target while another one was found in the INDOTLoop of the Asset Grade 
2 dataset. These two bad scanned sphere targets were removed from the datasets and were 
excluded from a revised accuracy evaluation.  
 
The new results of absolute accuracy evaluation for these two datasets when two bad 
scanned sphere targets were removed are shown in the Table 2.6. The original absolute 
accuracy evaluation results (before the bad scanned sphere targets were removed) as shown 
in Table 2.3 were also re-presented here in Table 2.6. Note that for the case of Asset Grade 
2 both “before” and “after” results as presented in Table 2.6 belong to the transformed 
dataset since it makes no sense here to show the original dataset (the non-transformed one).  
 
Table 2.6 Absolute accuracy evaluation results in terms of RMSE of INDOTLoop of Design Grade 2 and 
Asset Grade 1 (before and after the bad scanned spheres were removed). 













INDOTLoop (before) 1.7 2.4 0.9 3.0 3.1 
INDOTLoop (after)  1.8 2.6 0.9 3.2 3.3 
       
Asset 
Grade 2 
INDOTLoop (before) 3.2 4.1 3.9 5.2 6.5 





From the results shown in Table 2.6, the INDOTLoop of Design Grade 2 dataset before 
having the bad scanned sphere target removed has the absolute accuracy (in term of RMSE) 
of 3.0 cm and 0.9 cm in planimetric and vertical direction, respectively. Once the bad 
scanned sphere target was removed, the absolute accuracy results become 3.2 cm and 
remain 0.9 cm in planimetric and vertical direction, respectively.  
 
Similarly, for the case of INDOTLoop of Asset Grade 2, the dataset before having bad 
scanned sphere target removed has the absolute accuracy (in term of RMSE) of 3.9 cm and 
5.2 cm in planimetric and vertical direction, respectively. Once the bad scanned sphere 
target was removed, the absolute accuracy results become 4.1 cm and 5.4 cm in planimetric 
and vertical direction, respectively  
 
With the results as discussed above and shown in Table 2.6, one could raise a question 
asking why the absolute accuracy results of the datasets after the bad scanned sphere targets 
were removed (“after”) did not show an improvement against the ones which contain bad 
scanned sphere targets (“before”). It should be noted that a dataset with higher absolute 
accuracy implies that its differences between the scanned validation points and the 
reference points are smaller than the dataset which possess lower absolute accuracy. If one 
has large random errors and small systematic errors, then for a particular sample, removing 
the systematic error can make the results worse. But over many samples it will always be 
improved. This implies that removing bad scanned sphere targets from the accuracy 
evaluation does not always guarantee results of higher absolute accuracy. However, 
including bad scanned sphere targets in the accuracy evaluation is not a good practice. 
Therefore the “after” solutions from Table 2.6 are preferred. 
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From this extra analysis, the absolute accuracy evaluation results from the two datasets 
(INDOTLoop of Design Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2) were then updated. The updated 
results of these two datasets in conjunction with other accuracy evaluation results of all 
datasets will be consolidated in Table 2.8 presenting in Section 2.8.3. 
 
 Results of the Relative Accuracy (over Small Section of Data) Evaluation of all 
MMS Datasets 
The evaluation of the relative accuracy of MMS data over a small project area may be 
useful and can be achieved through the idea of bridge clearance determination. These are 
inherently relative (however, see discussion in Section 2.8.3) since they involve coordinate 
differences (in height only) and the bridge covers only small section of MMS data. The 
accuracy of the determined bridge clearances can be evaluated by comparing the 
determined bridge clearance values from the MMS data against the reference ones which 
were obtained by STLS system. Note that the reference, static data (STLS) was verified in 
the field by multiple distance measurements (see Appendix B).  
 
The difference in bridge clearance values at lane stripe “i”, is denoted as ∆BCi. This (double) 
difference is between the MMS clearance and the STLS clearance. The same idea is applied 
to all bridge clearances at other lane stripes. The relative vertical accuracy over small 
section of data was expressed in term of the root mean square errors (RMSE) of the values 
∆BC from all seven lane stripes. These results are shown in Table 2.7. These results will 






Table 2.7 Summary of the relative vertical accuracy evaluation (over a small section of data) 
results from the method of bridge clearance determination. 
MMS Bridge RMSE∆BC (cm) 
Design Grade 1 
231Route 250KHz 2.5 
231Route 500KHz 1.2 
Design Grade 2 231Route 2.2 
Asset Grade 1 231Route 3.0 
Asset Grade 2 231Route 2.8 
 
 Discussions of the Accuracy Evaluation Results 
Some discussions about accuracy evaluation have been made along with the presentation 
of the results in the previous sections. In this section the evaluation and discussion of those 
results will be consolidated. 
 
From the results of absolute and relative accuracy evaluations as presented in Sections 
2.8.1 and 2.8.2, the absolute horizontal accuracy and the absolute vertical accuracy (in term 
of RMSE of coordinates differences when compared to the reference ones in horizontal 
and vertical) of each dataset can be summarized in Table 2.8. The validation points were 
surveyed by GNSS/RTK. The relative accuracy results for the whole project data were 
omitted from this table, because they did not appear to be informative. The relative 
accuracies over the whole project area for both Design and Asset grade MMS showed no 
particular pattern. This confirms the aforementioned hypothesis as mentioned earlier that 
MMS, being inherently absolute, does not exhibit the trend of relative errors being 
proportional to distance. Hence evaluating relative accuracy over the large area is usually 
not a valid or useful concept. Since relative vertical accuracy within a small area/small 
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section of data is widely used for bridge clearances determination and are therefore relative 
measurements, it was deemed informative to include this data in Table 2.8. 
 
Table 2.8 Complete sets of the absolute and relative accuracies of MMS datasets. 


















231Route 250KHz 4.5 0.9 2.5 
231Route 500KHz 3.4 1.3 1.2 
INDOTLoop Acceleration collection 4.5 2.5  
INDOTLoop No Acceleration collection 4.2 2.3  




231Route 3.2 0.9 2.2 
INDOTLoop 3.2 0.9  




231Route 10.2 11.9 3.0 
INDOTLoop 9.6 12.0  




231Route 5.7 2.0 2.8 
INDOTLoop 5.4 4.1  
 
From Table 2.8, it shows that the worst cases of the absolute horizontal and vertical 
accuracies for the Design Grade MMS are 4.5 cm and 2.5 cm, respectively. For the case of 
Asset Grade MMS, the worst cases of the absolute horizontal and vertical accuracies are 
10.2 cm and 12 cm, respectively. For the case of absolute accuracy in horizontal and 
vertical, the asset grade systems (Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2) cannot compete with 
the design grade systems (Design Grade 1 and Design Grade 2). Note that both of the asset 
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grade datasets have been “fixed” by making a rigid body transformation based on control 
points. It was expected that vendors would do this as a matter of routine. Apparently not. 
This emphasizes the importance of high quality post processing, using high quality position 
and attitude observations and constraints. 
 
The relative vertical accuracies within a small area (bridge clearance analysis) are 2.5 cm, 
2.2 cm, 3.0 cm and 2.8 cm for the case of Design Grade 1, Design Grade 2, Asset Grade 1 
and Asset Grade 2, respectively.  
 
The results of relative vertical accuracy evaluation within a small area have shown that the 
asset grade mobile mapping system can provide quite a good value of 1D relative accuracy 
(3.0 cm and 2.8 cm for Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2, respectively). This compares 
favorably with the results for design grade (2.5 cm and 2.2 cm for Design Grade 1 and 
Design Grade 2, respectively). In this case the 1D relative vertical accuracies produced by 
asset grade MMS are seen to be slightly inferior but quite close to those of design grade.  
 
Not all of the considered MMS’s have a better value of the 1D relative vertical accuracy 
within a small area compared to their corresponding absolute accuracy. This illustrates and 
reinforces an important insight about relative accuracy for MMS data. That is the 
conventional concept of relative accuracy does not really apply to MMS. This is due to the 
fact that the MMS is inherently absolute since every single scanned point is individually 
registered absolutely by a constantly changing transformation (in the post processing). Our 
recommendation is therefore to deprecate or discourage use of the concept of relative 
accuracy with MMS. Since the idea of relative accuracy over a small area/portion of MMS 
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data were widely used in the community (such as for bridge clearance determination), 
therefore it is worth the study. However, it should be noted that in reality there is no such 
concept of true relative accuracy in the MMS data. This knowledge was obtained from the 
results of this study. Therefore from this point on the term “relative” will be used only to 
refer to results obtained through bridge clearance determination. This is much more limited 
than the usual connotation of the phase “relative accuracy”. 
 
In terms of utility, accuracy is not the only factor of importance. Point density, intensity 
quality, RGB tagging, and registration of RGB (color) to point cloud can be of great 
importance for visual interpretation of MMS data.   
 
Lastly, one could criticize this study for insufficient sampling of vendors and systems. 
Ideally one would have two or three instances for every available system.  This increased 
sampling would lead to stronger conclusions. Unfortunately, there were considerable 
practical challenges even dealing with the few vendors and systems used.  Data anomalies, 
repeated collection sessions, costs, scheduling, and logistics of preparing the test sites were 
always a concern. More samples from more vendors would have exacerbated these 
problems and in fact would not have been possible. The author feels that a good balance of 
vendor/system diversity and rigorous quality checking was achieved in a timely fashion. 
 
 Results and Discussion of Point Density Analysis 
Refer to Section 2.7.5 which describes the method of evaluating the resolution or point 
density of MMS data. The point densities of the point clouds in the selected area are 
evaluated at varying offset distance from the reference center line (see Figure 2.20). Figure 
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2.22 shows the plot of the point densities at offset distances from the center line for the 
four different mobile mapping systems. Similar to Figure 2.22, Figure 2.23 shows the same 
set of data in a log scale plot.  
 
 
Figure 2.22 Plot point density vs. offset distance from road center line. 
 
The results as shown in Figure 2.22 indicate that the MMS Design Grade 2 and Asset Grade 
2 have produced higher point density compared to the ones of Design Grade 1 and Asset 
Grade 1. The point density values produced by Asset Grade 2 are in the same range as the 
ones of Design grade 2 with only the difference in the area near the reference centerline (at 
small offset distances). The point density curve of Asset Grade 2 has peaked over the one 
of Design Grade 2. The quality of MMS data of Asset Grade 1 in terms of point density 
seems quite poor as the values of point density even around the center line area are 




For each dataset itself the variations in point densities over the offset distances from center 
line is not well observed in the normal plot scale. Figure 2.23 shows the same information 
in the log scale plot. This plot makes it possible to visualize each dataset as the point 
densities become small. The point density variation trends of all datasets are similar (the 
shape of plotted curves show a similar pattern), that is the point density is high in the 
vicinity of center line zone and decreasing over the increasing offset distances from the 
center line, with the possibilities of some small variations (jagged curved or small 
magnitude of oscillation). 
 
 






The rate of change in point densities over the offset distances away from the road center 
line of MMS Design Grade 2 is very slow which means that when the distance is further 
away its point density gradually decreases. This is obviously not the case for Asset Grade 
1 and Asset Grade 2 where the abrupt decrease in point densities are evident with the 
increase of offset distances. This is very obvious for the case of Asset Grade 1. Point 
density values of this system are decreasing very rapidly with the increase in the offset 
distance from the reference center line. 
 
For the case of Design Grade 1, it somehow possesses both the slow rate of changes in 
point densities (see left side of the curve) and the abrupt changes in point densities over the 
course of offset distances (see right side of the curve). It is believed that the right side of 
the curves is the best representation of the density performance. The left side may include 
some points from an adjacent scanning trajectory. Also the left side had more relief and 
vegetation than the right side (leading to uneven density values). 
 
Point density plays a vital role in subsequent MMS data manipulation processes such as 
feature extraction. The bridge clearance measurements performed in this project have 
strongly substantiated this claim. Sufficient point densities and good quality in capturing 
intensities of the point cloud with Design Grade 1 system make bridge clearance 
determination proceed smoothly. It does not take a huge effort to locate and digitize the 
lane stripe for extracting the necessary points. For the case of MMS Design Grade 2, 
locating the lane stripes for bridge clearance determination has become much easier 
because of the high point densities and good intensity quality of the point clouds obtained 
from this system. 
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For the case of Asset Grade 1, regardless of the fair intensity quality of this dataset, the 
insufficient point densities have introduced a big challenge in locating the lane stripes for 
bridge clearance determination. The lane stripes which were not well defined and 
distinguishable in the scanned points made it difficult for the step of extracting the needed 
strip of points along the lane stripe. During the process of bridge clearance determination, 
the ground (road surface) elevation beneath the points above must be determined in order 
that the bridge clearances at each beam point can be computed. The determination of road 
surface elevation involves the method of plane fitting to the scanned ground points which 
fall within the predefined circle centered at the projection of the beam points. The 
sparseness (low point density) of this dataset requires an increase in the required circle size 
used for gathering ground points for the plane fitting process. This is because, with the 
smaller circle size, there were not enough points falling within the circle to robustly 
perform plane fitting to arrive at the ground elevation. 
 
For the case of Asset Grade 2, there was no issue in locating lane stripes for bridge 
clearance determination. This is because the point clouds have high point densities and 
good intensity quality. 
 
2.9 The Effects of Selected Factors on MMS Data Accuracy and Quality  
As previously mentioned some factors that possibly affect the accuracy of MMS data were 
studied via the MMS data collection strategy (see Section 2.6.1). In this section the effect 
of those factors on the accuracy and the quality of the MMS data will be discussed based 




 The Effect of Different Grades of MMS Used in Data Collection  
From the results of the absolute accuracy evaluations, the design grade MMS possesses 
better absolute accuracy than systems of the asset grade. Of course it is not just a single 
component which determines asset vs. design grade. The same scanner with different 
GPS/INS equipment and processing algorithms might have very different absolute 
accuracy. The relative accuracy evaluation results of each dataset shown and discussed in 
Sections 2.8.1 through 2.8.3, yields the following insight about the relative accuracy. 
Following a proper registration to control, there is little benefit in considering the merits of 
relative accuracy. Absent that registration, relative accuracy can be much higher than 
absolute accuracy. 
 
 The Effect of Different Types of Roadway Neighborhood  
It is noticeable that for all the considered mobile mapping systems the points collected on 
231Route have sparser density in comparison with the ones of INDOTLoop. This is due to 
the fact that the 231Route is a highway type of road with higher defined speed limits while 
the INDOTLoop is in an urban area which requires lower vehicle speed. In general, for 
MMS scanning, driving slower produces denser point clouds on the scanned scenes when 
considering the same set of other scanning factors.  
 
Besides the previously discussed effect, another interesting factor that affects the point 
density of the object being scanned which warrants discussion here is the effect of range 
(distance) between the objects and the MMS scanner. An object that is further away will 
have a lesser point density than one which is closer to the MMS scanner, when other factors 
are the same. Figure 2.24 depicts this effect of range on the scanned point density. It shows 
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the validation point S10 as an example of the target being close to the scanner and point 
S9 which is further away from scanner. Both target examples are from the INDOTLoop 
Continuous Drive of Design Grade 1 dataset. It is easily noticeable that the scanned points 
on sphere S9 are sparser compared to the ones on sphere S10. This is because S9 is located 
much further away from the road while S10 is placed much closer to the roadway. The type 
of roadway neighborhood is an important factor that influences not only the permitted 
driving speed but also the possibilities of placing scan targets far or close to the roadway 
or edge of pavement.  
 
 
Figure 2.24 Validation point S10 (left) & S9 (right) from the INDOTLoop Acceleration Collection driving 
technique of Design Grade 1 dataset. 
 
The absolute accuracies (see Table 2.8) obtained from each MMS on different roadway 
environments (two different Test Sites) were not significantly different. No significant 
differences of absolute accuracies captured from data obtained by each MMS on two Test 
Sites. 
 
 The Effect of Different Data Collection Driving Techniques 
MMS data collection driving technique does affect the quality of the point clouds in the 
turning areas. The difference in quality of point clouds in the turning areas obtained from 
the Acceleration Collection driving technique and the ones from the No Acceleration 
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Collection driving technique appear to be significant. The effect of driving technique was 
studied through the datasets of Design Grade 1 collected over INDOTLoop exploiting two 
different driving techniques (Acceleration Collection vs. No Acceleration Collection). The 
effect of driving technique is well captured in the scanned point clouds around the turning 
areas. In this case the sphere target S13 which is locating on a traffic island of the turning 
area on INDOTLoop is shown as the example in Figure 2.25.  
 
 
Figure 2.25 Validation point S13 from INDOTLoop with Acceleration Collection (left) and No 
Acceleration Collection (right) of Design Grade 1. 
 
The scanned validation point S13 obtained from the scan with the Acceleration Collection 
driving technique is shown on left side of Figure 2.25, while the one shown on the right 
side of the figure is the same validation point S13 obtained from the No Acceleration 
Collection driving technique. From Figure 2.25, it shows that the points cloud obtained 
from the Acceleration Collection driving technique is noticeably noisier than the one of No 
Acceleration Collection driving technique. It is particularly visible in the vertical stake in 
the background, and in the tripod leg on the left. These conclusions were not arrived at 




In a quantitative sense, the absolute accuracies of these two datasets are expressed in terms 
of RMSE in planimetric and vertical direction as shown in Table 2.9. From Table 2.9, data 
obtained by the No Acceleration Collection driving technique has slightly better absolute 
accuracies in both planimetric and vertical direction when compared to the one of 
Acceleration Collection. However, no significant differences in absolute accuracies of 
these two datasets can be found. Since these are the only two datasets in this experiment 
which exploited two different collection driving techniques, a strong quantitative 
conclusion about the influences of driving technique on the MMS data accuracy cannot be 
drawn at this point. More data obtained from each type of driving techniques will be needed 
for analyzing its influence on data accuracy in a quantitative sense. 
 
Table 2.9 Absolute accuracy of INDOTLoop datasets of Design Grade 1 with two different driving 
techniques. 










INDOTLoop Acceleration Collection 4.5 2.5 
INDOTLoop No Acceleration Collection  4.2 2.3 
 
 The Effect of Different Selectable Data Collection Rate (Sampling Rate) 
The selectable data sampling rate of MMS does affect the point density of the scanned 
points if the same driving speed is assumed during collection. This effect was studied 
through the datasets of Design Grade 1 collected over 231Route exploiting two scan rate 
at 250 KHz and 500 KHz. The obvious effect of scanning rate on point density is noticeable 
in almost all of the scanned sphere targets. The validation points S5, S6 and S8 obtained 
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from different scan rates of MMS Design Grade 1 are presented in Figures 2.26, 2.27 and 
2.28, respectively, as examples. 
 
 
Figure 2.26 Validation point S5 on 231Route got scanned by 250 KHz (left) & 550 KHz (right) scanning 
rate of MMS Design Grade 1. 
 
 
Figure 2.27 Validation point S6 on 231Route got scanned by 250 KHz (left) & 550 KHz (right) scanning 
rate of MMS Design Grade 1. 
 
 
Figure 2.28 Validation point S8 on 231Route got scanned by 250 KHz (left) & 550 KHz (right) scanning 




From Figures 2.26 to 2.28, it is easily noticeable that the point clouds obtained by the higher 
scanning rate have higher point densities compared to the lower rate. This is exactly what 
one would expect. Increasing the scanning rate (sampling rate) can directly increase the 
point density of the scanned point clouds when considering that other scanning factors 
remain unchanged. The increase in the scanning rate which yields point clouds with higher 
point densities does not necessarily help improve the accuracy of the scanned point clouds; 
however, the point clouds with higher point densities will yield benefits for feature 
detection, extraction, and estimation tasks.  
 
In quantitative term, the absolute and relative accuracy (over a small section of data) of 
this data is expressed in terms of RMSE as shown in Table 2.10. From Table 2.10, data 
collected with higher sampling rate (500 KHz) has better planimetric absolute accuracy 
and vertical relative accuracy when compared to the ones collected with lower sampling 
rate (250 KHz). In contrast, data collected with lower sampling rate (250 KHz) has slightly 
higher vertical absolute accuracy than the case of 500 KHz. This is a very limited 
experiment which exploited two different sampling rates; therefore, strong conclusions 
about the influence of data collection rate (sampling rate) on the MMS data accuracy cannot 
be drawn at this point. More data would be needed if it was required to reliably quantify 











Table 2.10 Accuracy of 231Route datasets of Design Grade 1 with two different data collection rates.  
  Absolute Accuracy 
Relative Accuracy 













231Route 250 KHz 4.5 0.9 2.5 
231Route 550 KHz  3.4 1.3 1.2 
 
2.10 Discussions on Other Properties of each Dataset 
In this section some other aspects or properties pertaining to the qualities of each MMS 
dataset will be discussed. Some qualitative conclusions will be stated. 
 
 Discussion on Various Properties of Data of MMS Design Grade 1 
The inspections throughout the whole point cloud have given information on the quality of 
the produced point cloud intensities. It is noticeable that the intensities of the point clouds 
obtained from Design Grade 1 are of very good quality. The high contrast property of 
painted targets (control points) on the pavement surface is well captured in the scanned 
point clouds. For this Design Grade 1 system, the true color (RGB) information available 
from the images of the scanned scenes was not well assigned or registered to the point 
clouds. There are many mismatched patches of RGB color to the point clouds and those 
are easily noticeable; however, the RGB information are used for only the overall 




 Discussion on Various Properties of data of MMS Design Grade 2 
By inspection, it is noticeable that the intensities of the point clouds obtained from Design 
Grade 2 are of very good quality. The high contrast property of painted targets (control 
points) on the pavement surface is well captured in the scanned point clouds. Regarding 
RGB registration, similar to the case of Design Grade 1, even though the true colors (RGB) 
those got mapped to the point clouds obtained by the Design Grade 2 system the 
registration is not of the best quality but it is sufficient for the overall visualization of the 
data. 
 
 Discussion on Various Properties of data of MMS Asset Grade 1 
The intensity quality of the point clouds can be visually inspected. However, the sparseness 
of the point clouds has made it difficult to perceive or to assess the intensity quality of the 
point clouds. Further investigation is made especially over the painted targets on the 
pavement surface in order to better assess the intensity quality of the point clouds. The 
intensity quality of the point cloud is sufficient as the painted square and cross shape targets 
are still distinguishable from the background intensities. It should be mentioned again that 
the effect of point cloud sparseness has made the intensity quality appear to be worse than 
it really is. Therefore it is hard to compare the intensity quality of point clouds of Asset 
Grade 1 against the ones of other systems. The point cloud sparseness dilutes the actual 
intensity quality of the point clouds. 
 
It is quite interesting that the renderings of the scanned scenes obtained from this Asset 
Grade 1 system appear to be of good quality. The RGB information obtained from camera 
images was mapped onto the point clouds with good quality. By visual inspection the RGB 
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information of the point clouds are correctly representing the true color of the scanned 
objects in the scenes. Not many erroneous patches of color are noticed in the RGB mapped 
point clouds of this Asset Grade 1 system. 
 
 Discussion on Various Properties of data of MMS Asset Grade 2 
The intensities of the point clouds obtained from the Asset Grade 2 appear to be of good 
quality even though they are not as good as the ones of the Design Grade 1 and Design 
Grade 2 (some features such as drainage, grates, manholes, etc. are not as easily noticeable 
as the ones which appear in the dataset of Design Grade 1 and Design Grade 2). The high 
contrast property of painted targets (control points) on the pavement surface is well 
captured in the scanned point clouds. Unfortunately, the delivered point clouds obtained 
from this Asset Grade 2 system have no information of the RGB color, therefore it is not 
possible to visualize these point clouds in the true color mode and obviously it is not 
possible to assess the quality of that property. 
 
2.11 Conclusions 
The study undertaken here has provided useful insights in many aspects related to the use 
of mobile mapping techniques. These include insights about the mechanics of the MMS 
data collection technique itself, the data post-processing and manipulation, and accuracy 
attributes of the MMS dataset.  
 
For QA/QC purposes, it is also useful to recast the obtained statistical results from this 
study into accuracy specifications, i.e. to state the requirements as, for example, “95% of 
the tested points shall fall within X of the reference/control value”, etc. Suggested 
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requirements, for MMS data, stated in this way, considering different system grades, are 
summarized in Table 2.11. “Horizontal” implies a 2D distance comparison; “Vertical” 
implies a 1D distance criterion.  
 
Table 2.11 Suggested requirements stated as 95% critical values for testing MMS results. 
MMS 
Grade 







Design <  8 <  5 < 5 
Asset < 18 < 24 < 6 
 
The suggested RMSEP (horizontal) and RMSEH (vertical) requirements for both Design 
and Asset Grade MMS are scaled to arrive at the horizontal and vertical accuracy values at 
95% probability level and are shown in Table 2.11. For the 95% probability level the 
relationship between RMSEP and horizontal accuracy is shown in Equation 2.21 while the 
one of RMSEH and vertical accuracy is shown in Equation 2.22 (see pages 10 and 11 of 
Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards Part Three, Federal Geographic Data 
Committee, 1998). Recall that the stated absolute accuracies refer to validation targets 
located approximately 4.0 meters (4.0 m is the average value, the median value is 2.4 
meters) away from the edge of pavement. 
 
   Accuracy 	RMSE 1.7308   Eq. 2.21 
 




Be aware of this 95% probability level value when comparing the results from this study 
with others in the literature, which may be in terms of Root Mean Squares Error (RMSE) 
or standard deviation (only 68% probability level value). 
 
The major properties of point clouds obtained from the four different mobile mapping 
systems considered in this project are described in Table 2.12 via an objective but non 
quantitative scoring approach, starting with Very Good, Good, Fair and Poor, respectively. 
 










Point Densities Good Very good Poor Very good 
Intensities Quality Very Good Very Good Fair Good 





 AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF VALIDATION TARGETS IN 
TERRESTRIAL MOBILE MAPPING SURVEYS 
This chapter covers details of research theme B as described in Section 1.2 (Research 
Structure). Theme B includes the development and evaluation of an algorithm for 
automatically detecting and estimating the location of geometric targets (sphere target) in 
Mobile Mapping surveys, to be used as validation/check points. 
 
3.1 Introduction and Summary 
As mentioned in Chapter 2 many of the features of interest for the MMS survey project are 
not on the paved roadway surface, close to the mobile mapping vehicle. Therefore, a way 
is needed to capture a point feature off of the roadway in a position where a target on the 
ground surface would not be visible to the scanner. As such, validating the accuracy of the 
point cloud data off of the roadway is important. In Chapter 2, which focuses on geometric 
accuracy evaluation of MMS data, the geometric 3D targets of spherical shape as described 
in Section 2.5.2 were used as validation/check points. One of the advantages of using 3D 
targets of this kind is that they can be mounted on a tripod without regard to orientation. 
This makes the target setup process much simpler. Since the validation target might be 
some distance from the vehicle, and since the evaluation system should accommodate both 
the design and asset grade instruments, a large diameter sphere was deemed advisable.  
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The same set of eight geometric targets of spherical shape with 14" (35.56 cm) diameter 
which were described in Chapter 2 will be considered here. Section 2.5.2 provides details 
about the sphere target construction. As previously mentioned, these targets have 
undergone a calibration process to ensure consistency, details of the calibration process 
and its results can be found in Appendix A. Eight sphere targets were constructed and 
verified as consistent at the 1 mm level.  The MMS data collection as described in Section 
2.6 of Chapter 2 produced point clouds in which the validation targets are embedded. A 
summary of the factors which influence point cloud accuracy will be briefly recapped in 
Section 3.4. 
 
In order to arrive at the coordinates of a validation or check point (on the ground) over 
which a mounted sphere target on a tripod is placed, a method is needed to extract 
coordinates of that target center from the scanned point cloud. It was then necessary to 
develop an automatic sphere target detection procedure. This study demonstrates an 
automated approach for detecting 3D validation targets in Mobile Mapping surveys. An 
automatic sphere target detection/estimation algorithm was developed to replace manual 
extraction. This algorithm automatically detects and extracts the scanned sphere target 
points by eliminating most of the adjacent non-sphere points via a 3D Hough transform 
process. Following this, the sphere center is robustly located through estimation via L1-
norm minimization which allows outliers (ex. tribrach points) to be detected and 
automatically eliminated. Subsequently the final sphere target center is estimated through 
least squares. This procedure is robust to several sources of non-random noise. Through 
error propagation, the precision of the center point estimation is SE90 = 0.20 cm (spherical 
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error, 90 %).  Although such geometric targets have been widely used in static laser 
scanning, their use in Mobile Mapping has not been thoroughly studied. Details about the 
developed detection procedure can be found in Section 3.5. The results and discussion are 
presented in Section 3.6, followed by the conclusions in Section 3.7. 
 
3.2 Related Work 
Targets can be designed to appear either in the points themselves or in the intensity 
response. In some previous studies related to the topic of MMS data accuracy evaluation, 
geometric features present in the scan scenes were used in the role of check/validation 
points and check/validation features. For example, Kaartinen et al. (2012) used poles, 
building corners and curb corners. Lin et al. (2013) used windows and light poles. Haala et 
al. (2008) used planar surfaces extracted from building facades. More commonly, intensity 
based targets have also been used in MMS surveys. Barber et al. (2008) used corner points 
of white road markings. Lim et al. (2013) exploited twelve intensity based targets 
(rectangular plates) by placing six of them on the ground surface and the rest were mounted 
on tripods. They reported failure in detecting all targets which were placed on the ground. 
 
Our study suggests a way of using geometric 3D targets of spherical shape mounted on a 
survey tripod as the validation or check points in the MMS survey. Sphere targets have 
been widely used in static laser scanning for multiple purposes. They have been long used 
in the registration process of point clouds from different static scan positions. They also 
have been used as control points for geo-referencing scanned point clouds and as 
validation/check points in accuracy assessment of data obtained from static laser scanning. 
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Although such geometric targets have been widely used in static laser scanning, their use 
in Mobile Mapping has not been thoroughly studied.  
 
This study also demonstrates an automated approach for detecting 3D validation targets in 
Mobile Mapping surveys. This algorithm automatically detects and extracts the scanned 
sphere target points by eliminating most of the adjacent non-sphere points via a 3D Hough 
transform process (Hough, 1962). The initial result from the 3D Hough transform process 
is used in a subsequent estimation process via L1-norm minimization to automatically 
eliminate outliers and robustly locate the sphere target center before entering the final step 
of the algorithm.  
 
The concept of applying a Hough transform for detection of geometric shape in 2D is not 
new. The concept has been expanded to 3D scenes such as for planes (Borrmann, Elseberg, 
Lingemann, and Nchter, 2011 and Ogundana, Coggrave, Burguete, and Huntley, 2011) and 
cylinders (Rabbani and Van Den Heuvel, 2005). Three-dimensional Hough transform 
based extraction methods have also been applied for sphere extraction from point clouds 
(Abuzaina, Nixon, and Carter, 2013, Camurri, Vezzani, and Cucchiara, 2014, Ogundana et 
al., 2007). Camurri et al. (2014) provides a good theoretical analysis of Hough transform 
based sphere extraction approaches and proposes a combined method for detecting 
spherical objects within point clouds. Ogundana, Coggrave, Burguete, and Huntley (2007) 
successfully extracted spheres assuming known radius and number of spheres in the dataset. 
The sphere extraction approach used by Abuzaina et al. (2013) applied to point clouds 
created by the Microsoft Kinect sensor is similar to the one presented by Ogundana et al. 
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(2007). However Abuzaina et al. (2013) highlighted computational issues and reported 
improvement in runtimes due to sub-sampling of input point clouds. 
 
Besides Hough transform based methods for sphere extraction from point clouds, other 
methods such as RANSAC, hybrid RANSAC, and other methods have also been studied 
(Franaszek, Cheok, and Witzgall, 2009, Tran, Cao, and Laurendeau, 2015, Wang, Shi, 
Zhang, Y., Zhang, D., 2014, and Yun, Kim, Heo, and Ko, 2015). 
 
As already mentioned, in MMS surveys the use of the sphere target in the role of 
validation/check points has not been thoroughly studied. Only a few authors have used 
sphere targets in their MMS survey work. Vaaja et al. (2013) installed sphere targets along 
a river bank as validation points for quality evaluation of a boat-based MMS. Details were 
not reported by the authors on how the coordinates of sphere target centers were extracted 
from the scanned point clouds. Kukko et al. (2012) did a review on usability and 
performance of multiplatform mobile laser scanning. They installed sphere targets for 
validating data accuracy. It was claimed that the sphere target locations were extracted 
automatically but no extraction method was revealed.  
 
3.3 Objectives 
The objectives of this study are to 1) show that the concept of using geometric targets of 
spherical shape as validation or check points in MMS surveying is feasible, 2) introduce 
the developed automatic target detection/estimation algorithm to be used in place of 
manual extraction, 3) analyse the quality of the estimated target centers obtained from the 
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detection/estimation algorithm, and 4) study the effect of the number of data points on the 
sphere on the precision of the estimated target center. 
 
When considering most point cloud based sphere detection algorithms, the nontrivial part 
is segmenting/identifying “good quality” points which belong to sphere object. This 
includes the task of removing noisy points and outliers from the sphere points. Author has 
applied different approaches in dealing with noise and outliers. In this case, a simple, easy 
to implement and yet effective approach for automatically removing noisy data (“bad 
quality” points) and eliminating outliers in a robust manner though the L1-norm 
minimization process has been proposed. In this application one would always know the 
coordinates of the validation points on the ground beforehand. Therefore, it would be 
unwise not to make use of this valuable information in aiding the detection process. 
 
3.4 Summary of MMS Scanned Data Used 
In this study, the scanned sphere targets obtained in data collection described in Chapter 2 
are analyzed. The data collection process as described in Chapter 2 involves the use of four 
different mobile mapping systems; two of the “design grade” and two of the “asset grade” 
(referred to here as Design Grade 1, Design Grade 2, Asset grade 1, and Asset Grade 2), 
collecting data over two different Test Sites (231Route and INDOTLoop).  The distribution 
of sphere targets placed on these two sites and their reference names are shown in Figures 






Three vendors with Design Grade 2, Asset Grade 1, and Asset Grade 2 used their 
conventional setting for data sampling rate and used a conventional driving technique for 
data collection on both Test Sites (231Route and INDOTLoop). For studying other aspects 
of MMS, the vendor with Design Grade 1 MMS exploited two different data collection 
rates (250 KHz and 500 KHz) on the 231Route. This Design Grade 1 vendor also used two 
different driving techniques on the INDOTLoop. One is called “Acceleration Collection” 
and the other is called “No Acceleration Collection”. Acceleration Collection keeps the 
scanner working during all turns. No Acceleration Collection has the scanner working only 
on straight or gently curving trajectories. It is accomplished by driving through 
intersections, turning off collection (scanning); repositioning the vehicle, restarting the 
collection (scanning), and driving again through the intersection in a new direction (see 
Figure 2.10).  
 
Table 3.1 summarizes the collections and target details for each of the four vendors. There 
are 8 sphere targets used for each of the two Test Sites. Scanning on both Test Sites for a 
vendor resulted in a total of 16 sphere target scans (8+8=16). With three vendors exploiting 
their conventional scan settings on both Test Sites, this will give a total of 48 sphere target 
scans (16 3=48). Instead on scanning once on each of the two Test Sites like other vendors 
do, the vendor with Design Grade 1 MMS performs an extra scanning on each of the two 
Test Sites, this produces a total number of 32 sphere target scans by this vendor (8+8+8+8 
=32). Altogether, there are a total of 80 scanned sphere targets to be used in the testing of 
the detection algorithm (48+32=80). The details of developed target detection algorithm 
will be fully described in the next section. 
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231Route 250KHz of Design Grade 1 S1-S8 1-8 
32 
231Route 500KHz of Design Grade 1 S9-S16 9-16 
INDOTLoop Acceleration Collection 
of Design Grade 1 
S1-S8 17-24 
INDOTLoop No Acceleration 




231Route of Design Grade 2 S1-S8 33-40 
16 
INDOTLoop of Design Grade 2 S9-S16 41-48 
Asset 
Grade 1 
231Route of Asset Grade 1 S1-S8 49-56 
16 
INDOTLoop of Asset Grade 1 S9-S16 57-64 
Asset 
Grade 2 
231Route of Asset Grade 2 S1-S8 65-72 
16 
INDOTLoop of Asset Grade 2 S9-S16 73-80 
 
3.5 Automatic Sphere Target Detection Procedures 
The automatic sphere target detection/estimation process uses the developed algorithm to 
detect the sphere center from a scanned point cloud. In the algorithm, there are many 
intermediate steps before the final center of each sphere target is located. In this section the 
specifics of this algorithm will be described. The procedures will be described by using 
graphics of some actual results obtained from applying the algorithm to scanned point 
cloud data. The steps in this sphere center detection/estimation algorithm are shown in the 




Figure 3.1 Diagram showing the steps of the automatic sphere target detection algorithm. 
 
1.  Get the data subset, so-called “Cutlevel 1”. 
Start from the known coordinates of the check/validation point (obtained from an 
independent survey) then offset it up to the virtual sphere center with the known fixed 
distance offset “D” and the corresponding HI (see Figure 2.6). Extract all the points that 
fall within the cube extent of predefined size “B” where the center of the drawn cube 
box is the previously computed virtual sphere center. All the points extracted by this 
step are denoted as “Cutlevel 1”. The cube size “B” is an algorithm parameter and it can 
be changed to extract more or fewer points. In this study the parameter B is designated 
to be equal to 1 meter. This value was chosen by a preliminary evaluation of the data to 





2.  Get the data subset, so-called “Cutlevel 2”. 
A 3D Hough transform carrying the sphere center coordinates as parameters is applied 
to points in Cutlevel 1. In the 3D Hough transform, the voting is performed in a 
discretized parameter space of possible sphere center values. The number of parameter 
cells and the cell size are algorithm parameters in this process. A graphical illustration 
is shown in Figure 3.2 with fewer parameter cells and with larger cell size plotted 
compared to the actual adopted values for ease in visualization.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Illustration of parameters cells in 3D Hough transformation process. 
 
In the actual processing, the parameter cells are drawn from the computed virtual sphere 
center with a count of 51 cells in each of three dimensions, with a cell size of 2 cm. This 
always includes the actual sphere center being sought. As with other applications of the 
Hough transform method, the parameter cell which possesses the highest vote is the one 
selected to be the provisionally detected sphere center. Once the sphere center is 
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detected in this way, the points that constitute the sphere surface are extracted by 
including any points that fall within a threshold distance “d” from sphere surface just 
created. The extracted points mentioned above constitute “Cutlevel 2” (see Figure 3.3), 
and the threshold distance “d” is an algorithm parameter in this process. In actual 
application the threshold distance “d” is set equal to 3 cm, this allows points that 
constitute the sphere surface to be consistently recovered. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Sphere center and sphere points (Cutlevel 2) from 3D Hough transformation process. 
 
3. Get the so-called “Cutlevel 3” by removing some points with large noise magnitude in 
Cutlevel 2. 
There may be points in Cutlevel 2 which have large discrepancies from the sphere model. 
These can be thought of as the outliers. The next step is to remove those outliers so that 
the detected sphere center from the previous step can be refined. In this case the sphere 
center is located in a robust fashion through estimation via L1-norm minimization (see 
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implementation of L1 estimation for this sphere model in Section 4.9), applied to points 
in the Cutlevel 2 (see Figure 3.4). The remaining sphere points after removing the 
outliers are denoted as “Cutlevel 3” (see Figure 3.5).  
 
 
Figure 3.4 Sphere center estimation of Cutlevel 2 by L1-norm minimization. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 3.4, the outliers (the points which are not consistent with the 
sphere model) detected in this way are mostly (a) non sphere points from the bracket or 
tribrach, or (b) points from “grazing” trajectories (nearly tangent to sphere). Item (b) is 
a conjecture.  
 
4. Final estimation of the sphere center through conventional least squares method (L2-
norm minimization). 
Once the outliers have been removed resulting in the sphere points in Cutlevel 3 (see 
Figure 3.5), the sphere center is then finally estimated through a conventional, nonlinear 
least squares process. This entire procedure has the advantage of being robust to several 




Figure 3.5 Sphere center estimation of Cutlevel 3 by L2-norm minimization. 
 
3.6 Results and Discussion 
With a total of 80 scanned sphere targets from the scanning on two Test Sites by four 
different vendors (see Table 3.1), only 64 of the targets were robustly detected by the 
detection/estimation procedures just described. Sixteen scanned targets obtained from 
Asset Grade 1 (with Sphere Reference ID of 49-64) did not contain sufficient number of 
points, consequently the detection/estimation procedures failed to detect the center 
coordinates. 
 
In this study, the developed automatic target detection/estimation algorithm was evaluated 
through the actual detection results from all 64 scanned targets. The outcome of this effort 
was the XYZ center coordinates of each target as obtained by the final step which is the 
least squares estimation. This approach also gave us the opportunity to examine the least 
squares residuals, and to examine the error propagation by looking at the confidence 
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ellipsoid for the estimated coordinates. This further led to another round of data editing or 
quality control, and to an examination of the relationship of confidence ellipsoid to point 
density. Section 3.6.1 discusses the residual analysis, Section 3.6.2 discusses the 
confidence ellipsoid, and Section 3.6.3 discusses the link between confidence ellipsoid and 
point density. 
 
 Residual Analysis (the Statistics of RMS ||V|| and V) 
In the final step of the detection/estimation algorithm described earlier, each scanned point 
“i” on sphere target has a residual vector Vi (Vx, Vy, Vz)i associated with it. For a sphere, 
at each point “i” the magnitude of the residual vector (||Vi||) was computed. A single root 
mean square (denoted as RMS ||V||) was computed from all residual vector magnitudes 
(||V||’s) for n points on the sphere (see Equation 3.1). These values were computed and 
plotted against target reference ID in Figure 3.6. As a reminder, results from targets #49-
64 are missing from the figure. This is because the Asset Grade 1 MMS did not provide 
sufficient data points on spheres and the detection/estimation algorithm failed. 
 
    RMS	‖ ‖
∑ ‖ ‖







Figure 3.6 Plot of RMS ||V|| of scanned sphere against sphere reference ID.    
 
Examination of the figure raises an immediate question about the large residuals at targets 
#45 and #77. To evaluate this, a pooled (post adjustment) variance using all spheres except 
#45 and #77 was established. An F test statistic was then made as S S  for the ith 
sphere. The term S  for the ith sphere is computed as shown in Equation 3.2, when r is a 
degree of freedom (redundancy), V is a vector containing all residuals obtained from sphere 
fitting process, and W is a weight matrix. In this case all the observations (sphere points 
coordinates) have equal weights, thus the W matrix is an identity matrix. The term S  
is computed as shown in Equation 3.3. 
 
     S 	     Eq. 3.2 
    S 	
∑∀ , , 	
∑∀ , , 	




Using a null hypothesis of		S S , and alternate hypothesis of S S , a p-
value for each of the spheres was computed. Sphere #45 and #77 had p-values equal to 
exactly zero (for as many digits as could be printed). The next smallest p-value for sphere 
#74 was 0.00022. It was concluded that eliminating sphere #45 and #77 was justified as 
being essentially impossible to encounter by chance alone. In fact, when inspecting the 
point clouds for sphere #45 and #77, it is quite clear that the tripod moved between the two 
scans which were merged for the final point cloud. This can be seen in Figure 3.7, in which 
there are clearly “two” spheres present in the point cloud, as viewed from the top. The 
“freehand” circles have been added to indicate interpretation of this “double” point cloud. 
The terrain points surrounding these two spheres did not exhibit any similar shift, so this 
reinforces the conclusion that the tripod moved between scans. Perhaps there was unstable 
soil or it was disturbed by vibration or from touching by some mischievous person or 
animal. Therefore from this point forward, the analysis will proceed without sphere #45 
and #77. The author did not have the ability to go back into the original two scans to make 
separate target detections and estimations. That would have been an ideal strategy for 
definitive analysis of this situation.  
 
The original plot suggesting the problem was of RMS ||V||. The statistical analysis used the 
elements of V itself. It is interesting to consider why this anomaly was not detected earlier 
in the processing chain. The authors did not foresee this kind of error. The Hough transform 
is not robust against this kind of error. And the L1-norm minimization while extremely 
robust against a small number of outliers, has no chance to make sense of a case where half 
of the points are outliers. Even then, the question is which half? That can only be resolved 
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by looking outside of the target bounding box at the surrounding terrain and features. That 
said, the author did go back and look at the L1 estimation performance. It was evident that 
the “convergence” was most unstable and unusual, compared to the good targets. In the 
future, this convergence behavior, by itself, can become an indication of corrupted data. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Cutlevel 2 of sphere reference ID#77.  
 
Another interesting aspect of this problem is that both targets #45 and #77 were occupying 
the same location (over same survey point). This suggests something about the soil in that 
location, although the other two occupations of the same sites by the other vendor showed 
no such anomalies. Having removed spheres #45 and #77 from the data, summary statistics 











Composite RMS ||V|| 
(computed from all 
points on all spheres 
in the system) 
(cm) 
Maximum value 
of RMS ||V|| 
among all spheres 
in the system 
(cm) 
Minimum value  
of RMS ||V|| 
among all spheres 




32 0.36 0.46   0.26  
Design 
Grade 2 
15 0.43 0.49  0.34  
Asset 
Grade 2 
15 0.46 0.49  0.43  
 
One could argue that this manual intervention dilutes the claim for an automated process. 
However it is believed that L1 convergence anomalies, and the pooled variance study 
provide a means to handle this situation in the future in an automated fashion. 
 
 Evaluation of Standard Confidence Ellipsoid 
Besides studying RMS ||V|| as a quality metric for the results obtained from the target 
detection/estimation algorithm, the author also wanted to look at the standard confidence 
ellipsoids (from error propagation) of the estimated center coordinates. For convenience 
the author chose to reduce the three axis lengths of the triaxial standard ellipsoid to one 
number. The one number chosen was the length of the longest of the three axes. To 
illustrate this long axis metric, a plot of these values against their corresponding sphere 







Figure 3.8 Plot of length of long axis of standard confidence ellipsoid of estimated center point against 
sphere reference ID. 
 
From Figure 3.8, there are no particular observable trends in the displayed data. It did lead 
to the idea of investigating other factors which may influence this precision metric. This is 
discussed in the next section. 
 
 Effect of Number of Data Points on the Precision of Estimated Results 
It seemed quite natural to suppose that the number of data points on the sphere would 
directly influence the precision of the estimated center. Of course, the distribution of points 
would also be an important factor, but it has been observed that coverage and distribution 
was quite similar for all spheres. Since all the considered geometric targets in this study 
are of the same shape and size which is a sphere of 17.78 cm (7 in.) radius, the term 
“number of points on sphere” is really equivalent to the concept of “point density” (because 
all spheres have the same surface area). The lengths of the long axis of standard confidence 
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ellipsoids of all spheres were plotted against their corresponding number of points 
(equivalent to point density) in Figure 3.9. 
 
 
Figure 3.9 Plot of length of long axis of standard confidence ellipsoid of estimated center point against 
number points (point density) of sphere. 
 
In Figure 3.9 the relationship between long axis length of the standard confidence ellipsoids 
and the associated number of points on sphere (point density) is clearly shown. This result 
is not surprising or unexpected, but it is interesting to see how the project data confirms 
expectations and intuitions. It is interesting to see in Figure 3.9 that, in general, the two 
design grade systems stay below the asset grade system. Likewise, as previously noted, 
there is the expected trend wherein the precision improves (long axis length declines) as 
the number of data points increases. The three datasets (two design grade, one asset grade) 





Figure 3.10 Plot of length of long axis of standard confidence ellipsoid of estimated center point against 
number of points (point density) on sphere. 
 
For simplicity, in computing the long axis length for Figures 3.8 through 3.10, the 
“standard” confidence ellipsoid was used. To state the precision of the center point 
estimation in a more conventional way, these results were transformed into an 
overall/composite spherical error, 90 percent, SE90 = 0.20 cm. 
 
3.7 Conclusion 
The experiment described has shown the possibility of using geometric 3D targets of 
spherical shape mounted on survey tripods as the validation or check points in an MTLS 
project. The results obtained from the calibration process have confirmed that constructing 
a low-cost sphere target from an injection molded spherical light fixture is possible and 
practical without sacrificing quality. The calibration process has proved that the eight 
sphere targets were consistent in size and shape at the 1 mm level. 
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Regarding the developed automatic target detection and estimation algorithm, the 
conclusions are as followings: 
 The developed automatic sphere target detection/estimation procedures can 
automatically detect the scanned sphere target and locate its center as long as there 
are sufficient numbers of points on sphere target, and with approximate positions 
known beforehand.  
 This algorithm has the advantage of being robust to several sources of non-random 
noise which can occur in the laser scanning process as long as they occur in 
relatively small number. 
 The case of disturbed targets was able to be detected in two ways; (1) unstable 
convergence in the L1 estimation, and (2) outliers status in the distribution of 
residual vector magnitude. 
 The results from this experiment have shown the expected relationship between the 
point density of the scanned sphere target and the precision of the sphere center 
estimation results. With higher point density on the scanned sphere, there were 
smaller values for the magnitude of the long axis of the standard confidence 
ellipsoid. 
 Considering all of the target model fitting, the precision of the center point 
estimation is determined to be SE90 = 0.20 cm (overall/composite spherical error, 
90 percent). 
 This developed automatic sphere target detection and estimation algorithm saves 
data post-processing time in extracting the coordinates of check/validation points 
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from the scanned MMS dataset. This benefit is even more dramatic when the 
datasets are large and/or the numbers of check/validation points are large. 
 In MMS surveying, geometric targets are a useful alternative for either control or 
for check/validation points. Others have reported that intensity based targets are 
often not useable due to glare, shallow incidence angles, or poor contrast. 
 The large size spheres, diameter 35.5 cm (14 in.), were beneficial in capturing 
sufficient points for the detection and estimation, with the exception of a very low 




 L1-NORM MINIMIZATION IN ESTIMATION PROCESS FOR 
SOLVING PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND SURVEYING PROBLEMS  
This chapter covers details of theme C as described in Section 1.2. Theme C covers the 
study of using the L1-norm minimization in estimation and for detecting and eliminating 
outliers present in the observations. Problems in photogrammetry and surveying are used 
as the case studies. The prime motivation was for the sphere fitting described in Chapter 3. 
The contributions of this work are extending L1-norm estimation to the observations only 
and the general model (mixed model) cases of condition equation representation. Up to 
now, to the author’s knowledge, the L1-estimation formulation has only been applied and 
demonstrated using the indirect observations form of condition equations representation. 
Many geomatics problems do not fall easily into this restrictive form for writing condition 
equations. It is not implied that there are three distinct models of condition equation. There 
is in fact only one model, the general model. Indirect observations and observation only 
are just special cases of the general model. If the unknown parameters are eliminated from 
the general form of the condition equations, the condition equations take the specific form 
that is called “observations only”. When there is only one observation with unit coefficient, 




4.1 Introduction and Background 
Observations play an important role in many engineering and science problems. 
Observations provide a critical link between a math model and the real world system being 
modeled. If the data itself is not of good quality or having some biases, the results of the 
modelling and analysis which makes use of this problematic data will be misleading. In 
general, observed data inevitably contains random errors. Additionally, some data may also 
contain systematic errors which can be detected, modeled and removed. Another type of 
error is called a blunder or outlier; they do not belong to any known distribution and must 
be detected and eliminated. Surveyor reading or writing down incorrect numbers/data in 
the field book is a classic example of the introduction of outliers into the dataset. This 
outlier is made by personnel in the data collection process. Humans are not the only cause 
of the outliers in a dataset. Malfunctioning instruments can also introduce blunders or gross 
errors into the observations. In this study, fitting a sphere model in the presence of some 
points which do not belong to the sphere, causing those points to look like outliers or 
blunders. 
 
The estimation or adjustment process is widely used for solving many engineering and 
science related problems when the number of observations is more than the minimum 
number required to fix the underlying model. This involves the minimization of an 
objective function and the most well-known technique is the least squares method. In least 
squares, observations which include outliers can have a big adverse impact on the results 
of the estimation/adjustment process. They will cause biased adjustment results. Therefore, 
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detecting the presence of the outliers in the observations, and not using them in the least 
squares adjustment process is the key.  
 
Topics related to the detection of the outliers from the survey data have been studied by 
many researchers dating back to the 60’s. Most researchers focused on outlier/blunder 
detection based on the least squares (L2-norm minimization) method, Baarda (1968), Kok 
(1984), and Pope (1976) are examples. Marshall and Bethel (1996), a reason why the L1-
norm minimization method had not gained a lot of attention by the engineering community, 
namely because the implementation of the L1-norm minimization is more complex 
compared to the implementation of the least squares method. However, they believed that 
the complexity of implementing L1-norm minimization was not anymore an issue with the 
availability of modern computing systems. The complexity of L1-norm minimization 
implementation stems from it being a search process rather than a closed form solution. 
The objective function to minimize is the sum of the absolute value of the residuals 
(∑ |v | → minimum).  
 
As described in Marshall and Bethel (1996) the minimization of the L1-norm can be 
achieved in a brute force manner. It is known that the L1-norm solution will have the 
characteristic that exactly  of the residuals will be zero.  is the minimum number of 
observations necessary to establish or build up the model. Thus a brute force search 
involves examining every case of  observations chosen from  total observations, 
!
! !
 . For each case, compute the model from the selected  observations 
and compute residuals for the rest. For each case, determine ∑|v |. Pick the case with 
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minimum ∑|v |. For a small size problem, implementing L1-norm minimization in a brute 
force manner is practical. For a larger size problem which involves sizable numbers of 
observations, the combinatorics become overwhelming and one needs a more intelligent 
search method. Such an intelligent search method involves introducing “slack” variables, 
i.e. v u 	 w . Then recognize it as a linear programing problem. Then use the simplex 
method to find the solution. More details on linear programming and simplex method are 
available by many authors, Chong and Zak (2013) is one of many good references.  
 
4.2 Objectives 
The three approaches to writing condition equations are (1) indirect observations, (2) 
observations only, and (3) general model (mixed model). See Mikhail and Ackermann 
(1976) for details on each of these approaches. L1-norm minimization has thus far only 
been applied for indirect observations cases. The objective of this portion of the research 
is to extend the L1-estimation formulation to the other two approaches of writing condition 
equations.  
 
For each of the new approaches, the corresponding L1-norm reformulation will be 
proposed. An example will demonstrate outlier detection. The equivalence will be 
demonstrated between the brute force solution and the simplex solution. Subsequently, any 





4.3 Work Structure 
The study proceeds as follow. For indirect observations, a line fit problem will be proposed. 
Three observation scenarios will be simulated: (A) perfect observations, (B) perfect 
observations perturbed by random errors, and (C) perfect observations perturbed by 
random errors and a gross error. Equivalence will be demonstrated between the brute force 
solution and the simplex solution (using MATLAB function “linprog”). To prepare the 
problem for simplex solution, slack variables are introduced for each observation, v
u w , and an additional slack variable is introduced for the parameters, x . The 
purpose of the slack variables is to allow all variables to remain non-negative, a 
requirement of the simplex method. 
 
For observations only, a level network problem will be demonstrated as an example. The 
same steps as above with observation scenarios A, B, and C will be followed. For the 
general model (mixed model), a dependent relative orientation problem will be 
demonstrated as an example. The same steps as above with observation scenarios A, B, 
and C will be followed. 
 
4.4 Brief Comparison of L1 and L2 Solutions 
Before embarking on the experiment just outlined, a brief comparison will be made 
between L1 and L2 solutions for a line fit problem with the observation scenarios suggested. 





A simple line fitting model y mx b  is used. The x values are independent variable 
and y values are adopted as observations. When m is a slope and b is the y-intercept, and 
they are the unknown parameters of this problem. In this case, 15 values of x are used, 
those are 0, 1, 2, 3,…,14 (all in meter unit). The model parameters b and m are set as 3 m. 
and 0.02, respectively. Figure 4.1 shows the three different cases of observations used in 
this line fitting problem. The perfect observations (Case A) are simulated by using the setup 
parameters. Observations, Case B, contain noise with standard deviation of 0.05 m. Case 
C is the observations with noise and one outlier. Observation case C is simply the same 
observation set as in Case B, the only difference is in the last observation. It was corrupted 
by a 30  gross error and hence becomes the outlier for this observation set. 
 
The estimation results by using L1-norm and L2-norm (least squares) minimization are 
illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.  
 
 




Figure 4.2 Line fitting results by using L1-norm minimization. 
 
Figure 4.2 shows that the L1 solution (parameters) is not corrupted by the presence of the 
outlier. Large residual from the L1-norm solution associated with the corrupted observation 
is an indicator that that particular observation is in fact an outlier. 
 
 




The estimation result (shown as pink line in the plot of Figure 4.2) is not affected or 
corrupted by the outlier, as it is shown that the adjusted (estimated) line (in pink color) is 
very close to the ideal case.  
 
From the results as shown in Figure 4.3, it is clear that the outlier in the observations has 
corrupted the results obtained by the least squares method. The line fitting result as shown 
in Figure 4.3 illustrates an important characteristic of the least squares method. It tends to 
be dominated by the large errors, and distributes that error among the good observations. 
This characteristic could prevent or make difficult the ability to detect the presence of the 
outlier in the dataset.  
 
It should be noted that in practice, the parameters are unknown (blue dotted line in Figure 
4.3 was not known) and the presence of the outlier is also not known. Therefore if one 
blindly applies the least squares method to this set of observations, the result will be as 
shown in the pink line (Adjusted) of the plot in Figure 4.3. It is obvious that the adjusted 
line (result of the least squares) has been corrupted by the presence of the gross error. This 
has shown the necessity for outlier detection.  The results displayed in this section not only 
show the ability of outlier detection with L1-estimation (because outliers can be detected 
with variations on L2-estimation as well) but also show that the estimated parameters by 




4.5 L1-Norm Minimization with Condition Equations Written in the Indirect 
Observations Form 
The line fit problem just presented was for the purpose of comparing L1 and L2 solutions. 
A similar line fit problem is revisited here. But now the objective is to demonstrate the 
equivalence of two L1 solution implementations: brute force and simplex. This will be 
repeated for the two newly developed techniques observations only/L1 and general 
model/L1. As in the last section, three scenarios of no-noise, with noise, with noise plus 
blunder (A, B, C) are considered. 
 
As previously mentioned in Section 4.3 the implementation of L1-norm minimization will 
be studied with three different approaches to form condition equations for the problem. In 
this case, the line fitting problem is chosen as the case study for the case of condition 
equation written in the form of indirect observations model. Even though the L1 application 
to the indirect observations model has been thoroughly studied, it is included here for 
completeness. It also serves as a template for application of L1 to observations only and 
general model (mixed model). However, the detail of the L1-estimation formulation for the 
case that the condition equations are expressed in indirect observations form will not be 
addressed here. This is because it has already been covered in the literature.  
 
The line equation as written in the form of indirect observations model is shown in 
Equation 4.1 (x’s are constant, and y’s are observed) One equation in the form of Equation 
4.1 is written per observation. The summary of the problem setup can be found in Figure 




     y mx b    Eq. 4.1 
 
As discussed in Section 4.3, the L1-norm minimization is applied to observations of all 
Cases (A, B, and C) with two different implementation methods. The first method is to 
implement L1-norm minimization solving a linear programming problem using the 
simplex method. This requires transforming the unknowns into new, non-negative 
unknowns by introducing slack variables. The n residuals are replaced by 2n new variables, 
v u w . The u parameters are replaced by u+1 new variables, x x x , x
x x , …, x x x . By this means the original variables can be positive or negative, 
but the new variables are strictly non-negative. With this variable transformation, the 
problem fulfills the requirements to be solved by a linear program. In fact the matlab 
function “linprog” will be used which implements the simplex method. The L1 objective 
function becomes ϕ ∑ |v | ∑ u w . As always one of u ,w  will be zero 
and the other will be non-negative. The second method is to implement L1-norm 
minimization by the brute force approach as mentioned earlier. 
 
The residuals of these two methods of L1-norm minimization (method 1 is by linear 
programming, denoted here as “linprog” and method 2 is by brute force method, denoted 
here as “exhaustive”) applied to three different cases of observations are shown in Figure 
















Figure 4.6 Residuals – L1-norm minimization with the indirect observations form of condition equation. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Solved parameters – L1-norm minimization with the indirect observations form of condition 
equation. 
 
From Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the expected results has been confirmed by the residuals of 
observations Case A which have no noise added and are considered “perfect” observations. 
Regardless of the L1-norm minimization implementation method (linear programming or 
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brute force), the residuals of Case A are all equal to zeros (nothing to be adjusted) and their 
associated solved parameters are exactly equal to the setup parameters with no difference. 
For this example the two different L1-norm minimization implementation methods show 
the same results. Even though the results from this Case A (perfect observations) have 
substantiated the above claim, a more general conclusion should not be drawn at this point. 
Further investigation should be performed on the results of Case B and Case C as well. 
 
The results of observations Case B and Case C have reinforced the ones obtained from 
Case A. That is the two different L1-norm minimization implementation methods produce 
the same results. This is shown in Figure 4.6 for both observations Case B and Case C, the 
residuals obtained by implementing L1-norminimization with linear programming 
technique are identical to the one obtained by brute force method. This also applied to the 
value of the objective function. The last column of Figure 4.7 also shows that the parameter 
estimates are the same between two methods for all the datasets. 
 
Focusing on the results of observations Case C which contains an outlier, it is confirmed 
from the residuals shown in Figure 4.6 that the outlier in this dataset ( 80 ) was 
successfully detected (highlighted in rectangle). The large residual of the last observation 
in Case C indicates that this observation is an outlier/gross error. However, due to the 
robust nature of L1-norm minimization, the adjusted (solved) parameters of this case were 
not corrupted by the existence of the outlier. Notice that the values of adjusted parameters 
are close to the setup ones. Note also the residual of the outlier is effectively equal to the 
applied error. That is a very appealing attribute of this method. 
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Figure 4.8 illustrates the solutions (solved parameters) obtained from the L1-norm 
minimization with observation Case C (observations with noise and outlier). These are the 
same results as numerically shown in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8 just shows them in graphical 
plots. As already mentioned above, the results obtained from both implementation methods 
(linear programing and brute force) are the same. They yield the same values of solved 
parameters (m and b). Figure 4.8 also clearly illustrates the ability of the L1-norm 
minimization in the outlier detection. The last observation with large residual was flagged 
as the outlier in this case. The fact that the determined parameters obtained from the L1-










For indirect observations, there has been nothing new presented here. The purpose is to 
establish a template for demonstrating the validity of the L1 application to observations 
only and the general least squares (mixed model). These will be presented in the next two 
sections. 
 
4.6 L1-Norm Minimization with Condition Equations Written in the Observations Only 
Form                         
The testing scheme applying to the problem of this section remains the same as previously 
described in Section 4.3. In this section the implementation of L1-norm minimization is 
applied to the problem for which the condition equations are expressed in the “observation 
only” model. 
 
The problem used in this case is conventionally known as a level network. Figure 4.9 
illustrates the layout of this level network problem. The elevations at point P1, P2, and P3 
are unknown while point P is a benchmark which has known elevation value (although 
fixing point P is not necessary for this problem!). There are a total of six observations, 
denoted here as l1 to l6. The summary of the problem setup and the observations in all 3 





Figure 4.9 Level network problem  
 
 
Figure 4.10 Problem setup summary and observations of all 3 cases – L1-norm minimization with the 
observations only form of condition equation 
 
For the observation only model, the condition equation must not contain any parameters, 
only constants and observations. From this level network problem, three condition 
equations as shown in the Equations 4.3 to 4.5 are formed. When Vi is the residual of 




     li li V     Eq. 4.2 
     l2 l3 l1 0   Eq. 4.3 
     l4 l5 l3 0   Eq. 4.4 
     l2 l5 l6 0   Eq. 4.5 
 
From the relationship as shown in Equation 4.2, Equations 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 can be 
rearranged as shown in Equations 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. 
 
    V V V l1 l2 l3   Eq. 4.6 
    V V V l3 l4 l5   Eq. 4.7 
    V V V l6 l2 l5   Eq. 4.8 
 
The non-negative slack variables are introduced for each of the residuals (V1 to V6) as 
shown in Equations 4.9 through 4.14.  
 
     v u w     Eq. 4.9 
     v u w     Eq. 4.10 
     v u w     Eq. 4.11 
     v u w     Eq. 4.12 
     v u w     Eq. 4.13 
     v u w     Eq. 4.14 
 
Substituting slack variables into the Equations 4.6 through 4.8, the equations become as 




  u w u w u w l1 l2 l3 Eq. 4.15  
  u w u w u w l3 l4 l5 Eq. 4.16  
  u w u w u w l6 l2 l5 Eq. 4.17  
 
Rearranging Equations 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 into a matrix form as shown in Equation 4.18 




















































   Eq. 4.18 
 









































, and   
 
X u w u w u w u w u w u w . 
 
The original problem can be transformed into the linear programming problem. The 
original objective function becomes	ϕ ∑ u w , which can be written in the form 
as shown in Equation 4.19, 
 
      ϕ C X   Eq. 4.19 
 




The problem is now in the form of a linear programming problem. That is to minimize CTX 
subject to AX = b with X ≥ 0.  
 
A summary of the problem setup and the observations in all cases (Case A, B and C) are 
shown in Figure 4.10. For observations Case C that contains the outlier, in this section the 
test for this Case C was conducted in a more elaborate manner. That is instead of simply 
forcing an observation (it can be any) to be the outlier and perform the test one time, the 
test for observation Case C was repeated for 6 times, each time a different observation was 
forced to become the outlier. There will be a total of 6 sub-cases under the observations 
Case C (see Figure 4.10), i.e. for the first sub-case, the observation l1 was the outlier, and 
for the second sub-case, the observation l2 was the outlier, and so on. The underlined value 
is the outlier corresponding to each sub-case of observations Case C. 
 
The same two different methods of implementing L1-norm minimization were applied to 
all cases of observations (Case A, B and C). In this case, in order to transform the variables 
to accommodate linear programming requirements, it was only necessary to make 
substitution, v u w . There are no parameters to consider. The objective function 
remains unchanged. The brute force (exhaustive search) technique is the same as before. 
The results in terms of the residuals and the adjusted observations of Case A are shown in 









Figure 4.12 Results of Case B – L1-norm minimization with the observations only form of condition 
equation. 
 
From Figure 4.11, the expected outcome has been confirmed by the zero residuals of 
observations Case A which have no noise added and are considered “perfect” observations. 
Regardless of the L1-norm minimization implementation method, the residuals of 
observations Case A are all equal to zeros (nothing to be adjusted). For this case, the two 
implementation methods also produce identical results. 
 
From Figure 4.12, the results of Case B in which the observations are not perfect but 
contain noise have reinforced the results obtained from Case A. That is the two different 
L1-norm minimization implementation methods produce the same results. It is evident in 
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Figure 4.12 that the residuals corresponding to all of observations shown in column 3 
(method 1) are identical to the ones of column 4 (method 2). This is also true for the value 
of adjusted observations and the value Z (Z ∑ |v |), the objective function. 
 
Focusing on the results of observations Case C which contains an outlier, starting with the 
case of having observation l1 as the outlier (see residual highlighted in the second column 
of Figure 4.13), it is confirmed that the outlier was successfully detected. A large residual 
of the observation l1 in this case indicates that this l1 observation is an outlier/gross error. 
In general, once the outlier is detected it should be removed from the dataset, and possibly 
re-observed. 
 
Furthermore, in Figure 4.13 which shows the adjustment results for observations Case C 
of which the observation l1 is considered the outlier of the dataset, it is shown that the 
results obtained from two different L1-norm minimization implementations are identical. 
No differences in the results associated with these two implementation methods occurred 
(see last column of Figure 4.13). 
 
 




For the remaining 5 sub-cases of observations Case C where the observations l2, l3, l4, l5, 
and l6 are each considered the outlier of the case, the adjustment results are shown in 
Figures 4.14 to 4.18, respectively. 
 
 






















Investigating the adjustment results of this level network problem as shown in Figures 4.14 
through 4.18, several aspects can be noted. First of all, it is evident that the results shown 
in these figures agree with the results shown in Figure 4.13 (where the outlier is observation 
l1). That is, regardless of what observation is the outlier (l2/l3/l4/l5 or l6), the results show 
that the L1-norm minimization can correctly detect the outlier in the dataset (highlighted 
in figures). This is important because any observation can be an outlier. This assumes some 
kind of threshold detector. 
 
Additionally, the results have shown that, regardless of what observation is the outlier, both 
methods of implementing the L1-norm minimization yield the same results. This is a huge 
advantage since in some more complex form of problems with large number of 
observations, implementing L1-norm minimization by brute force method (exhaustive 
search) will be too time consuming. 
 
4.7 L1-Norm Minimization with Condition Equations Written in the Mixed Model 
Form 
The testing scheme applied to the problem of this section is similar to what was previously 
described in Section 4.3. In this section the implementation of L1-norm minimization is 
applied to a problem in which the condition equations are expressed by what is 
conventionally known as the “mixed model” (or general model).  
 
The problem used in this case is the “dependent relative orientation” problem for two 
images in photogrammetry. A typical purpose of solving for relative orientation between 
two overlapping images taken from different viewpoints is for creating a stereo model. The 
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nature of this dependent relative orientation problem will also be covered in this section; 
however, it will not be covered at a detailed level, only the general concept of this problem 
is described. More details about dependent relative orientation in photogrammetry can be 
found in Mikhail, Bethel, and McGlone (2001). Unless specifically defined, most of the 
notations and terminologies used in this section are the ones found in Mikhail et al. (2001).   
 
One aspect of the problem of relative orientation between two images is the minimum 
number of parameters which could fix (establish or build up) the relative relationship 
(position and attitudes) between the two images. The set of parameters to be determined 
can be chosen in several ways. One could see the problem as having an image adopted as 
a reference and solving for the relative orientations of the other image with respect to the 
reference one. Determining the parameters which express relative positions and attitudes 
of a chosen image with respect to a reference image is referred to as “dependent” relative 
orientation.  
 
Consider interior orientations (focal length and two principal distances) of both images as 
known parameters and consider that any distortions have been removed. Each image is left 
with 6 exterior orientations which are the exposure station coordinates (denoted here as 
(XL, YL, ZL)) and the orientation angles v, f, and k with respect to X, Y, and Z axis, 
respectively. With 2 images, there are a total of 12 parameters to deal with in this problem. 
 
In dependent relative orientation problem, the problem was set in such a way that one image 
is adopted as the reference and the orientations of the other image with respect to the 
reference are to be determined. In this study, the left image is adopted as the reference 
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which means that its exterior orientations are considered the known values in the setup 
problem. A baseline vector (denoted here as b ) in approximately the X direction is 
considered to have a fixed bX component. The orientation of the right image is left to be 




Figure 4.19 Concept of dependent relative orientation 
 
From Figure 4.19, the exterior orientation of image one (left image) and the baseline 
component in the X direction (bX) are set as known values. The parameters left to be 
determined (unknown parameters) are the attitude of image two (right image) which is 
expressed in terms of the angles v2, f2, and k2 contributing to the rotation matrix M2 and 
the two components bY and bZ  which are needed for fixing the exposure station (XL2, YL2, 




 Condition Equation in the Mixed Model Form for the Dependent Relative 
Orientation Problem   
In order to solve for the unknown parameters of this dependent relative orientation problem, 
the concept of coplanarity between three vectors as illustrated in Figure 4.20 is exploited.  
 
 
Figure 4.20 The concept of coplanarity condition between 2 overlapping images. 
 
It should be noted that in this problem the observations are the image coordinates of the 
conjugate point pairs on both images. The known constants include exterior orientations of 
the left image (image one) which are the exposure station coordinates (XL1, YL1, ZL1) and 
the rotation angles v1, f1, and k1. The baseline component in X direction (bX) is also 
considered a known value in this problem.  
 
For an image point pair (a point on image one and its conjugate point on image two) as 
shown in Figure 4.20, a coplanarity equation can be expressed by the triple scalar product 
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as shown in Equation 4.10. This is because the three vectors are in the same plane 
(coplanar), therefore their triple scalar product equals zero. 
 




0  Eq. 4.20 
 
For an image point pair, a condition equation as shown in Equation 4.20 is formed. The 
vectors a1 and  a2 can be expressed as shown in Equations 4.21 and 4.22. 
 








   Eq. 4.21 
 








   Eq. 4.22 
 
With the expression of vectors a1 and a2 as shown in the above equations, the coplanarity 
equation turns into an expression as shown in Equation 4.23. It should be noted that for an 
image point pair (an image point and its conjugate point), a condition equation in the form 
of determinant as shown in Equation 4.23 can be formed. This condition equation is most 
easily expressed in the form of the mixed model (contains both observations and unknown 
parameters) and serves as the condition equation for the estimation of dependent relative 
orientation. 
 








Since the condition equation of this problem is non-linear equation in the parameters and 
the observations, a linearization is needed. All of the steps and terms related to linearization 
of this condition equation will not be covered here in detail, please refer to Section C.4 in 
Appendix C of Mikhail et al. (2001).  In summary the condition equation corresponding to 
an image point pair (4 observations) is expressed in the mixed model form following the 
convention of the mixed model expression as shown in Equation 4.24 (see Section C.4 in 
Appendix C of Mikhail et al. (2001) for more detail). 
 
     A	V B	∆	 f    Eq. 4.24 
 
In this case, a pair of conjugate points is used for demonstrating the idea of forming the 
equations. For a conjugate point pair “i” (point i on the left image (denoted here as image 
1) and the right image (denoted here as image 2)), image coordinates on the left and right 
image are denoted as ,  and , , respectively. These are the observations 
corresponding to an image point pair. These observations can be expressed as a vector li 
(see Equation 4.25) with their associated residual vector V (see Equation 4.26), for 
simplicity, the indices 1 through 4 are used for residuals associated with the first to the 
fourth observations, respectively.  
 
     	l     Eq. 4.25 





    Eq. 4.26 
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The five unknown parameters are expressed as shown in Equation 4.27. 
 






    Eq. 4.27 
 
Linearization of the original equations in the form of  A	V B	∆	 	f	 for a pair of conjugate 
points “i” is shown below in Equations 4.28 to 4.30, where  l  and x  are the initial 
approximations of the observations and the unknown parameters (for starting the iterations). 
 
 A a a a a   Eq. 4.28  
B b b b b b  Eq. 4.29  
    f F l , x A l l    Eq. 4.30 
 
The A	V B	∆ can be written in the form as expressed in Equation 4.31 (where X =Δ) 
which is equivalent to the matrix form as expressed in Equation 4.32 for all the observations. 
 
    AV B∆ B|A X
V
    Eq. 4.31 
 

















In order to transform this original problem into the form that is recognizable for a linear 
programming problem, it is necessary to introduce the non-negative slack variables as 
shown in Equation 4.33. Six non-negative slack variables are needed for five unknown 
parameters and eight non-negative slack variables are needed for the case of four residuals 
corresponding to four observations (an image point pair). If this problem has a total of n 
observations, 2n non-negative slack variables are needed for the residuals.  
 










   Eq. 4.33 
 
Substituting the introduced slack variables into Equation 4.32, the LHS (left hand side) of 

















The LHS term as shown above is in the form of AX, when A and X are shown in Equations 





b b b b b 				b 				b 				b 				b 				b 				a 			 a 					a 			 a 				⋯
⋮
⋮
  Eq. 4.34  
 
 α 				α 				α 				α 				…				u 				w 				u 				w 				…      Eq. 4.35 
  
The RHS (right hand side) of the condition equation is the f term as shown in Equation 
4.30. The original condition equations are now transformed into the form of AX = b (where 
b = f). The original objective function becomes	ϕ ∑ u w , which can be written 
in the form ϕ C X , where CT is expressed as shown in Equation 4.36 (u is the total 
number of unknown parameters and n is the total number of observations) 
 
   C 	 	 0 ⋯ ⋯ 0 1 ⋯ ⋯ 1   Eq. 4.36  
 
The problem is now in the form needed for a linear programming problem. That is to 
minimize CTX subject to AX = b with X ≥ 0.  
 
 Simulation of Perfect Observations 
In the previous section, the formation of the problem’s condition equations and the L1-
estimation formulation for transforming the original problem into a linear programming 
problem have been described. In this section, the step of simulating observations for this 
particular problem will be covered. 
 
Since this dependent relative orientation problem is set up for testing purposes, the values 
of all the parameters (the parameters considered as “known” and the ones which are 
considered “unknown” in this problem) need to be set. A summary of the setup parameters 
in this problem are shown in Figure 4.21.  
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It should be noted that the object space coordinates of points (ground points) do not appear 
in the condition equations of this problem. Observations of this problem are the image 
coordinates of conjugate points appearing on both the left and right images. Solving the 
dependent relative orientation problem does not require the ground point coordinates. 
However, since the observations are simulated for testing purposes, the coordinates of the 
ground points are needed. The ground coordinates are needed for projecting them back to 
both images via the setup parameters (as shown in Figure 4.21) via the collinearity concept 
as displayed in Figure 4.22. 
 
 




The coordinates of the ground points and their corresponding image coordinates which are 
the observations of this problem are shown in Figure 4.23. Figure 4.24 displays a graphic 
layout of the image point pairs appearing on the overlapping area of the two images.  
 
 
Figure 4.22 Collinearity concept. 
 
 





Figure 4.24 Top view layout of image point pairs appear on overlapped area of left and right images. 
 
Now that all the perfect observations (recall that is the observations Case A) are simulated 
(computed) from the setup parameters, the next step to create the observations with noise 
(Case B) and the observations with noise and outlier (Case C). Once the observations in all 
cases are created, the L1-norm minimization implementation is applied to this simulated 
problem. The summary of the problem setup is shown in Figure 4.25. The estimation results 





Figure 4.25 Problem setup summary – L1-norm minimization with the mixed model form of condition 
equation. 
 
 Results and Discussion – L1-norm Minimization with Mixed Model 
From the results of the L1-norm minimization applied to condition equations for indirect 
observations and observations only as discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, it has been shown 
that the two different methods of implementing L1-norm minimization (by using the linear 
programming approach and by brute force (exhaustive search)) produce identical results. 
In the case of the condition equation written in the form of the mixed model, the two 
different implementation methods applied to all observations cases (A, B, and C) still yield 
the same results. The conclusion which can be drawn, based on these examples, is that the 
two implementation methods (linear programming and brute force approach) produce the 
same results regardless of the models of the underlying condition equations. The displays 
of the results from implementing L1-norm minimization by the brute force method will be 






In this problem for the observations Case C, the outlier is added to the point (image 
coordinates) on the right image one point at a time. There are 15 image point pairs (see 
Figure 4.24), this makes a total of 15 sub-cases to be considered. The simulated perfect 
observations (observations Case A), observations Case B (with noise), and Case C (with 
noise and outlier added) are shown in Figures 4.26 to 4.29. It should be noted that for 
observations Case C, each image point on the right image is forced to be an outlier one at 
a time, this is emphasized in the figures by enclosing those outliers with rectangular boxes. 
Observations Case A is repeatedly shown from Figures 4.26 through 4.29 for a quick 
reference. Notice that the outlier in each of the cases is off from its corresponding perfect 
coordinates (Case A) by 5 mm ( 170 ) on both x and y coordinates. Of course it is known 
that errors in x will not be detectable. It was decided to simulated “real” measurement or 
matching errors where there will be gross errors in x and y. The detected y error will signal 
a problem with this point. 
 
The results in terms of the residuals and the solved parameters of observations Case A 
(perfect observations) are shown in Figure 4.30. The expected results with the mixed model 
have been confirmed by the residuals and solved parameters of observations Case A. The 
residuals of all observations for Case A are equal to zero and its unknown parameters are 
solved back to the original setup parameters.  
 
The results in terms of the residuals and the solved parameters of observations Case B 
(observations with noise) are also shown in Figure 4.30. These results have reinforced the 
results of observations Case A, the recovery of the setup parameters using the mixed model 
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(general model) condition equations for this dependent relative orientation problem is 
demonstrated. 
 
Focusing on the results of observations Case C which contains an outlier, the results are 
shown in Figures 4.30 to 4.35. For each sub-case in which each image point on the right 
image is an outlier, L1-norm minimization is able to correctly detect the outlier. A large 
residual associated with a specific observation in Case C indicates that this observation is 
an outlier/gross error. It should be noted that even though the observation was forced to 
become an outlier by the 5 mm perturbation applied to both x and y coordinates of the 
image point, the residuals will only appear on the y coordinate (can be either on left/right) 
of the image point. This is due to the nature of the geometry (coplanarity equation) for this 
particular problem. The estimation is not sensitive to the errors x coordinates. It is not 
possible to detect error in the x direction.  
 
Another important aspect to be pointed out is that the residual does not always show up on 
the y coordinate of the image on which the outlier was added. A good example is the case 
where the outlier is at point 13 on the right image (see Figure 4.29 for the observations of 
this case). A large residual which is corresponding to the outlier shows up on the y 
coordinate of the left image instead of showing on the right image on which the outlier was 
added. That means a large residual in the y coordinate of any image point indicates a 
problem with that point. However it only tells which image point has the outlier (point ID); 
it does not specify which image (left/right) contains the outlier. Consequently, once the 
outlier is detected in this dataset, a new measurement of the image coordinates is needed 
for that particular image point on both left and right images.  
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The solved parameters from the L1-norm minimization applied to observations Case C are 
shown in Figures 4.36 and 4.37.  
 
An extra experiment has been conducted for this problem by adding the outlier on the left 
image at each image point one at a time. The results have the same characteristic as the 
ones discussed above. That is the L1-norm minimization can correctly detect the outlier in 
the dataset. However a large residual does not indicate which image (left/right) the outlier 
































































































Detecting an outlier in a dataset by using L1-norm minimization is shown possible by the 
tests described in this chapter. Even though the idea of using L1-norm minimization for 
outlier detection is not a new idea, applying it to the problems for which condition 
equations are written in observation only and mixed model form has not been documented 
in the literature. Most researchers have implemented L1-norm minimization only with the 
indirect observations form. The tests conducted in this chapter have shown that the L1-
norm minimization can also be implemented on problems for which the condition 
equations are written in the form of observations only and mixed model. That is, in 
conclusion, L1-norm minimization can be applied to problems regardless of the form that 
their condition equations take (indirect observations, observations only, and mixed model).  
 
The results from this study have also verified the idea that the L1-norm minimization can 
be conveniently implemented by using a simple linear programming approach solved by 
the very well-known simplex method. The results have confirmed that the aforementioned 
approach produces the same results as implementing L1-norm minimization by the brute 
force method (exhaustive search for all possible sets of solutions). 
 
An extra test has also been applied to the problems used in this study to investigate the case 
that more than one outlier present in the dataset. That is to investigate if the L1-norm 
minimization is still able to detect those outliers in the dataset. It turned out that when 
multiple outliers present in a dataset in a relatively small number compared to the total 
number of observations, L1-norm minimization is still able to correctly detect the outliers. 




L1-norm minimization can correctly detect outliers when they appear in a relatively small 
numbers in a dataset, it is not known how small it should be, or on the other hand, how 
large the number of the outliers is allowed to be in a dataset and have the L1-norm 
minimization still be able to detect them. To answer this question another separate research 
on this specific topic is needed.  
 
4.9 L1-Estimation in the Sphere Detection/Estimation Algorithm  
Chapter 3 demonstrates a developed automated approach for detecting 3D validation 
targets in MMS scanned point clouds. With this algorithm, the preliminary sphere center 
is robustly located through estimation via L1-norm minimization which allows outliers (ex. 
tribrach points, noisy points around the scanned sphere target, and noisy sphere points from 
the grazing effect) to be detected and automatically eliminated. In this section the L1-
estimation applied to sphere fitting model will be demonstrated by using a single scanned 
sphere point (3 observations: coordinates (x, y, z)) to explain the concept. 
 
The condition equation for this sphere fitting problem can be expressed as shown in 
Equation 4.37. 
 
  F x x y y z z R   Eq. 4.37 
 
For a sphere point, the vector V represents the residuals of the observations. It is shown in 
Equation 4.38. The vector of unknown parameters (sphere center coordinates) is shown in 
Equation 4.39. Note the known radius value, R, is considered a fixed constant. 
 












    Eq. 4.39 
 
Linearizing this condition equation and expressing it in the original form of AV + BΔ = f 
yields the A and B matrices as shown in Equations 4.40 and 4.41, respectively. 
 
 A 2 x x 2 y y 2 z z a a a  Eq. 4.40
 B 2 x x 2 y y 2 z z b b b  Eq. 4.41 
 
With more sphere points, the form AV+BΔ = f of the linearized condition equations for the 
starting of the iterations takes the form as shown in Equation 4.42. l 	 and  X  are the initial 
approximations of observations and unknown parameters, respectively.  
 










F X , l A l l   Eq. 4.42 
 
To implement L1-estimation for this problem, it must be transformed into the form that is 
required for the linear programming approach. The non-negative slack variables associated 
with observations and unknown parameters are shown in Equation 4.43. Four non-negative 
slack variables are introduced for three unknown parameters. 2n non-negative slack 




















   Eq. 4.43 
 
With these slack variables, the condition equations for all observations can be written in 
the form as shown in Equation 4.44 (see term f in Equation 4.42). 
 












 = f     Eq.4.44 
 
The original problem has been reformulated into the form AX = b, where vector b = f  as 
expressed in Equation 4.42 and matrix A and vector X are shown in Equations 4.45 and 
4.46, respectively.  
 
	 	
b b b b b b a a a a …
⋮
⋮
  Eq. 4.45 










    Eq. 4.46 
The original objective function takes the form of CTX with CT vector as shown in Equation 









	 0 0 0 0 1 ⋯ ⋯ 1   Eq. 4.47 
 
The problem is solved (inside the iterations) by a linear programming approach which 








This research has been structured into three main themes (A, B, and C). Following is a 
listing of the themes (not in chronological order of application).  
A. Geometric Evaluation of Accuracy from Mobile Mapping System Surveys. 
B. Automatic Detection of Validation Targets in Terrestrial Mobile Mapping Surveys 
(employed in theme A) 
C. Outlier Detection from Photogrammetry and Surveying Problems with L1-Norm 
Minimization (employed in theme B). 
Each theme was presented in its own individual chapter. Each chapter was treated as if it 
is a separate document, therefore, a conclusion section has already been presented at the 
end of each chapter. Those conclusions will be summarized here. 
 
For theme A, the objective is to evaluate accuracy of MMS data of four different 
commercial MMS systems (two design grade and two asset grade systems) collected on 
two established test sites by using the developed accuracy evaluation procedures. 
 
Eight, constructed 14 inch diameter sphere targets were used as validation points. Results 
from a calibration process have confirmed their high quality and consistency at the 1 mm 
level. The results from this study have shown that the concept of relative accuracy is not 




widely used for restricted area relative measurements such as for bridge clearances, hence 
investigating its relative accuracy over a small section of data is warranted. The accuracy 
evaluation results expressed as recommended specifications are shown in Table 5.1, note 
that it is at the 95% probability level (others in the literature mostly report at 68% 
probability level). 
 
Table 5.1  Suggested requirements stated as 95% Critical values for testing MMS results 
MMS 
Grade 







Design <  8 <  5 < 5 
Asset < 18 < 24 < 6 
  
For theme B, which is directly related to theme A, the goals are to develop a sphere target 
detection algorithm and analyse the quality of the obtained, estimated target centers. Sphere 
targets were used as validation points in the MMS data accuracy evalution (theme A). 
Before data accuracy can be evaluated, a way is needed to extract coordinates of that target 
(and its center point) from the scanned point cloud. A developed automatic sphere target 
detection algorithm was used for this purpose. It can automatically detect the scanned 
sphere target and locate its center as long as there is sufficient a number of points on the 
sphere target. This algorithm is robust to several sources of non-random noise which can 
occur in the laser scanning process as long as they occur in relatively small number.  
 
In the case of a disturbed target which leads to anomalies in the scanned sphere data points, 
the occurrence can be detected in two ways; (1) unstable convergence in the L1-estimation 




vector magnitude. The precision of the developed sphere center point estimation is 
determined to be SE90 = 0.20 cm (overall/composite spherical error, 90%, radius).  
 
The results from this study have shown that geometric targets are a useful alternative for 
either control or for check/validation points and the developed automatic detection 
algorithm for such targets detection can precisely locate sphere center points (SE90 = 0.20 
cm). This is particular useful for evaluating off roadway points. 
 
For theme C, the goal is to study outlier detection in observation data by using L1-norm 
minimization (L1-estimation). This has been well studied for the case of the indirect 
observations form of condition equation representation, but for sphere fitting the general 
model (mixed model) was necessary. Thus this technique has been extended to both 
observations only and general model. Photogrammetry and surveying related problems 
were used as case studies. Existing published work has exclusively been applied to indirect 
observations problems. The author has verified the concept of using L1-estimation for 
outlier detection in observation data by applying L1-norm minimization techniques for all 
models of problems; those are indirect observations (line fitting), observations only (level 
network), and mixed model (dependent relative orientation of stereo pair images) problems. 
 
The results from the three aforementioned problems tested in this study have shown that 
the L1-norm minimization can be used for outlier detection in observation data and it can 
be applied to problems with all model types. Outliers which were intentionally added to 
the observations of all problems were correctly detected. Additionally, L1-norm 
minimization has been implemented to each of the problems in this study by two different 




(after transforming the unknowns), 2) by brute force method (exhaustive search for all 
possible sets of solutions). The results have confirmed that both approaches produce the 
same results. This has verified the idea that the linear programming approach can be used 
as a convenient tool for implementing L1-estimation even for large problems.  
 
The developed L1-estimation technique was used in the automatic sphere target detection 
algorithm of theme B. With its implementation, outliers were successfully removed from 
scanned sphere target points, allowing for the final sphere center to be robustly estimated 
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Appendix A Sphere Target Calibration Procedures 
The goal in the process of calibrating the sphere targets used in this project is to derive the 
distance between the sphere center and its mounting aluminum bracket base, and verify the 
radius, and verify uniformity among all constructed eight spheres. The offset value is 
referred in this document as the offset distance ‘‘D’’ (see Figure 2.6). The main idea behind 
this calibration approach is that when a sphere target (with mounting bracket) is placed on 
the flat surface, the perpendicular distance from the sphere center to the plane surface upon 
which the sphere is placed, is representing the distance from the sphere center to its base 
of the mounted aluminum bracket. The steps and procedures in this calibration process are 
documented as follows. 
1. In a testing room, seven spheres (referred here as Sphere 1 – Sphere 7) were places on 
flat/smooth surfaces (table and floor) and one sphere (referred here as Sphere 8) is 
placed on a tripod. The idea of placing one sphere on the tripod is for testing whether 
it is possible to recover very the small surface area of the tripod upon which the spheres 
were placed. Figure A.1 depicts the mentioned setup.  
 
               





2. The sphere spheres were scanned (by a static terrestrial scanner) from two different 
scanner positions for optimal coverage of each sphere (each sphere remained in the 
same position, only the scanner was moved). 
3. The Cyclone software was used for fitting the 3D scanned point clouds of sphere to a 
sphere model and fitting the scanned point clouds of the surface where the spheres were 
placed to a plane model. Through the fitting procedures, the sphere centers were located 
and the sphere surfaces were formed and plane surfaces were created upon which the 
spheres were placed. Each surface created had no more than 0.001m variability 
between observation and model. Figure A.2 depicts typical results of the sphere and 
plane fitting procedures. 
 
 
Figure A.2 Typical fitted sphere and plane from fitting procedures. 
 
4. Measurements were made from the located sphere centers perpendicular to their 
associated calculated plane surfaces (at that surface normal). An example of the 
measurements from a sphere is shown in Figure A.3. This step gives the results of the 





Figure A.3 The measurement along the surface normal from the located sphere center to the 
located place surface. 
 
5. An additional piece of information that can be derived from the fitting procedure is the 
radius of sphere. Once the sphere fitting was realized by the Cyclone software, these 
points were then extracted and used in a separate (own developed) sphere fitting 
algorithm. This sphere fitting algorithm carries the sphere center and radius as 
parameters; the parameters are solved through the least squares adjustment process 
applied to the extracted point clouds. The radius of each sphere was then obtained from 
the results of this sphere fitting procedure. Even though the radius of each sphere target 
is not the goal of this calibration process, the recovered radius values of the spheres 
provided needed insight about the uniformity of the sphere targets themselves (which 
are made of the sphere light fixtures) and information about the noise or irregularity of 
the surface. 
6. The final value representing the offset distance D is computed by averaging over the 
measured offset distances from all spheres. The measurements results and their 
associated statistics are tabulated in Table A.1.  
7. The steps of recovering offset distance D of each sphere targets as described in Step 4 
were repeated for double checking the results obtained from the Cyclone software. This 




spheres were placed on flat tables. The extracted sphere points were fitted to sphere 
model while the ones of plan points were fitted to plane model. The perpendicular 
distance between recovered sphere center from sphere fitting model to the fitted plane 
was computed for each of the sphere target. The computed distances are offset distance 
D of each sphere targets. The results from this separate setup were compared to the 
ones obtained from the Cyclone software; they are consistent with absolutely 
insignificantly differences.  
 








Sphere 1 Placed on a  flat table 0.194 0.177 
Sphere 2 Placed on a flat table 0.195 0.177 
Sphere 3 Placed on a flat table 0.195 0.177 
Sphere 4 Placed on a flat table 0.194 0.177 
Sphere 5 Placed on the floor 0.196 0.177 
Sphere 6 Placed on the floor 0.193 0.178 
Sphere 7 Placed on the floor 0.193 0.178 
Sphere 8 Placed on the setup tripod 
Unable to recover tripod 
surface where the sphere 
was placed on 
0.177 
Statistics computed from 7 spheres   
Minimum 0.193 0.177 
Maximum 0.196 0.178 
Average 0.194 0.177 







The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the sphere calibration process. 
 For the case of Sphere 8 that was placed on the tripod, the surface of tripod upon which 
the sphere was placed was not recoverable, that means the Cyclone software failed to 
locate the plane where the Sphere 8 placed on because there were not enough points to 
robustly reconstruct the plane surface. When the plane surface was not able to be 
located, then the offset distance from sphere center to plane could not be computed, 
therefore the information of offset distance for the case of Sphere 8 is missing from 
Table A.1. The plane where Sphere 8 was placed could not be defined which made the 
offset distance not possible to be measured. There was no problem of fitting the sphere 
to the scanned point clouds of Sphere 8 since fitting the sphere model to the scanned 
sphere has nothing to do with the ability in recovering the plane surface upon which 
the sphere was placed. In this case the point cloud representing Sphere 8 was extracted.  
The aforementioned sphere fitting algorithm using the least squares adjustment process 
was applied to these extracted point clouds resulting the value of the sphere radius as 
shown in Table A.1. 
 In the case of Sphere 1 to Sphere 7, the Cyclone software has successfully recovered 
the sphere and located the plane surfaces upon which the spheres are placed. The offset 
distances were measured and the results are shown in Table A.1 as well as their 
associated statistics. 
 The average value of the offset distance of 0.194 meter is computed from seven 
measured offset distances of Sphere 1 to Sphere 7. The standard deviation of 0.001 m 





 The average value of the radius of 0.177 m is computed from eight computed radii of 
Sphere 1 to Sphere 8. When comparing the computed average radius value of 0.177 m 
to the reported radius of the spheres from the factory as 0.1778 m (7"), the difference 
between them is insignificant. It can be implied that all eight sphere light fixtures are 
accurately produced with the same level of high quality and the standard deviation of 
0.0004 m (0.4 mm) of the computed radii over eight spheres simply represents the noise 
in the surface topography of the plastic or noise from the scanner.  
 The results of radii computations have shown the consistency of all sphere light fixtures 
from which the sphere targets were made. Therefore there was nothing to be suspected 
about the quality of the Sphere 8. As such adopting the average value of the offset 
distance computed from measured offset distances from seven spheres will not cause 
any issue. Additionally, the separate setup calibration process as described in Step 7 
which was performed to all eight sphere targets yielded the consistent results with the 
ones from seven spheres. This proved the consistency of all sphere targets and hence 
they are interchangeable.  
 The average value of the offset distance (0.194 m) is adopted as the representative value 







Appendix B Experiment to Verify Scale of the Scanned Point Cloud from Static 
Terrestrial Laser Scanner 
When evaluating the vendor MMS data by determination of bridge clearance (relative 
accuracy in vertical direction over small area), another point cloud, derived from STLS 
system was used. To verify that the static terrestrial laser scanned point cloud, itself, was 
of high quality we compared it with some manually taped distances. This static scanned 
point cloud was collected in the vicinity of the railroad bridge over US 231 (231Route). 
This is the same bridge shown in Figure 2.11, and referenced in the earlier section on 
relative vertical accuracy and bridge clearance. As shown in Figure B.1, five feature 
lengths were selected which could be identified in the field and also in the point cloud, so 
that corresponding measurements could be compared. The five feature lengths were: (1) 
west pavement width (between stripes), (2) east pavement width (between stripes), (3) 
main south beam length, (4) vertical distance: pavement stripe to top of main south beam 
(west), and (5) vertical distance: pavement stripe to top of main south beam (east). These 
five lengths were taped using a steel tape, and the corresponding lengths were also 
extracted from the static terrestrial laser scanned point cloud. That data is shown in Table 
B.1. 
 
Five condition equations can then be written to estimate the scale factor between the taped 
lengths and the extracted point cloud lengths. Each equation is of the form as shown in 






Figure B.1 Features selected for distance comparison. 
 
 





point cloud (m) 
1 west pavement width 6.928 6.941 
2 east pavement width 10.574 10.586 
3 main south beam length 63.821 63.816 
4 vertical: pavement to beam (west) 9.098 9.094 
5 vertical: pavement to beam (east) 7.821 7.823 
 
     	SF    Eq. B.1 
 
When “T” represents a taped length (corrected for temperature), “P” represents the 
corresponding, extracted point cloud distance, and “SF” represents the unknown scale 
factor. The a priori standard deviation for the taped distances was 0.005 m; the a priori 
standard deviation of the extracted point cloud lengths was 0.007 m.  The scale factor 
parameter, estimated by least squares, is 1.0000457. This represents a change in the bridge 




distances were consistent. It was further concluded and justified that this point cloud can 
be used as a reference to evaluate the bridge clearances extracted from the MMS data, since 























Appendix C Local Transformation Procedures Applied to Scanned Point Clouds  
The process of adjusting the scanned point clouds to the control point network is often 
referred to as the process of local transformation. In order to apply the local transformation 
to scanned point clouds the transformation parameters need to be realized first. In this 
project, the 6-parameter local transformations were applied (see Olsen et al., 2013) to the 
scanned point clouds obtained from the MMS Asset Grade 1 and Asset Grade 2 only.  
 
To solve for the transformation parameters the coordinates of control points in the scanned 
point clouds need to be located before the equation for a control point Ti as shown in 
Equation C.1 can be formed. 
 












   Eq. C.1 
 
Where [EDet, NDet, hDet]T are the coordinates in Easting, Northing, and Elevation of the 
control point Ti detected in the scanned point cloud and the [EGPS, NGPS, HGPS]T are the 
reference coordinates of the control point Ti which is the independently obtained by using 
GPS with RTK technique. 
 
M is the rotation matrix which accounts for 3 rotation angles Ω, Φ, and К around Easting, 
Northing and Elevation axes, respectively as shown in Equation C.2 and tE , tN, and tH are 
the translations (shifts) along Easting, Northing, and Elevation axes, respectively. 
 




Elementary rotation matrices around Easting, Northing and Elevation axes can be 
expressed as in Equations C.3 through C.5, respectively. 
 
    R Ω 	
1 0 0
0 cos	 Ω sin Ω
0 sin Ω cos	 Ω
  Eq. C.3  
 
    R Φ 	
cos	 Φ 0 sin Φ
0 1 0
sin Φ 0 cos	 Φ
  Eq. C.4 
    R К 	
cos	 К sin К 0
sin К cos	 К 0
1 0 0
  Eq. C.5  
 
For a control point Ti the relationship as shown in Equation C.1 is formed, this idea is also 
applied to all other control points in the data as there are total of seven (T1-T7) and nine 
control points (T8-T16) in 231Route and INDOTLoop, respectively.  
 
Once the relationship as shown in Equation C.1 is formed for all control points in each site 
(231Route and INDOTLoop) the six parameters which are rotation angles Ω, Φ, К and 
translations tE , tN, and tH  (no scale) are solved through the very well-known least squares 
adjustment technique.  
 
To efficiently locate and arrive at the coordinates of the control points from the scanned 
point clouds the control points must be well captured (scanned) in the scanned scene. For 
this project the painted targets on the asphalt/concrete in the shape of a cross or square are 
used as the control points (see Figure 2.3). The scanned painted target of point T8 (cross 




Figures C.1 in colorized intensities mode and in Figure C.2 in grayscale intensities mode 
as examples.  
 
 
Figure C.1 The scanned painted target T8 with cross pattern (left) and T9 with square pattern (right) from 
MMS Asset Grade 2, displays in colorized intensities. 
 
 
Figure C.2 The scanned painted targets T8 with cross pattern (left) and T9 with square pattern (right) from 
MMS Asset Grade 2, displays in grayscale intensities. 
 
The scanned painted targets are rasterized to form images of the targets as shown in Figure 






Figure C.3 Rasterized images from scanned point clouds of painted targets T8 (left) and T9 (right) obtained 
from Asset Grade 2 MMS. 
 
The contrast in sensed intensities of the painted targets in the scanned point clouds plays a 
vital role in the process of locating the center of the targets. In this case the template 
matching algorithm through the “Least Squares Matching” is applied to all painted targets 
(T1-T7 in 231Route and T8-T16 in INDOTLoop) in order to locate the center of each target 
([EDet, NDet, HDet]T). Each of the template images is created by sampling foreground and 
background intensities from its associated rasterized image of the scanned target. Once the 
rasterized images of the scanned point clouds of the targets are matched to the templates 
(with acceptable convergence and residuals) the centers of the targets are then located. 
Figure C.4 depicts the matching results between the templates and the rasterized image of 
the scanned point clouds for targets T8 and T9 of Asset Grade 2 MMS. 
 
 





When all the centers of painted targets (control points) which are denoted as [EDet, NDet, 
HDet]T in Equation B.1 are known, then the transformation parameters can be solved 
through a least squares adjustment. The transformation parameters are then applied to the 




















Appendix D Determination of Coordinates for Control and Validation Points 
As discussed in Section 2.5, the painted targets on the road surface in the shape of a cross 
and a square (see Figure 2.3) serve as the control points in this study. The 3D geometric 
targets (spheres) serve as the validation points in the process of MMS data accuracy 
evaluation. The coordinates of the control points were made available for the MMS vendors 
to be used in any steps of their MMS data processing, while the coordinates of the 
validation points are withheld from the vendors for the accuracy evaluation purpose. The 
final coordinates of the control points and validation points are tabulated in Tables D.1and 
D.2, respectively. Additionally, the geodetic coordinates of the three base stations used 
during the data collection process are shown in Table D.3. The orthometric heights of the 
control and validation points were determined by leveling, using the latter two of the three 
points shown in Table D.3 as fixed benchmarks. 
 














T1 Cross 913919.411 573135.327       170.556 
T2 Square 913833.451 573475.744 174.129 
T3 Square 913693.131 573662.637 175.055 
T4 Cross 913433.859 573868.266 176.447 
T5 Square 913018.865 573937.302 187.096 
T6 Cross 912705.496 573934.607 186.719 


















T8 Cross 913182.382 578331.451 215.437 
T9 Square 913026.955 578570.905 212.703 
T10 Cross 912972.037 578993.181 213.354 
T11 Square 913071.342 579185.640 211.289 
T12 Cross 913196.240 579263.607 211.549 
T13 Square 913135.469 579265.479 211.517 
T14 Cross 913462.906 579001.649 211.849 
T15 Square 913474.051 578598.419 217.227 
T16 Cross 913474.622 578174.686 217.409 
 













S1 Sphere 913898.492 572908.244       166.374 
S2 Sphere 913897.112 573264.548 171.901 
S3 Sphere 913784.294 573571.427 174.543 
S4 Sphere 913622.253 573720.365 174.637 
S5 Sphere 913167.782 573953.064 186.072 
S6 Sphere 912790.581 573917.508 186.587 
S7 Sphere 912484.231 574004.643 185.120 
S8 Sphere 912261.312 574217.243 187.418 
      
INDOTLoop 
S9 Sphere 913372.904 578087.309 217.476 
S10 Sphere 913229.567 578263.011 215.964 
S11 Sphere 913109.996 578463.251 214.261 
S12 Sphere 912977.117 578703.722 213.204 
S13 Sphere 912917.393 579162.528 211.646 
S14 Sphere 913392.229 579134.455 212.011 
S15 Sphere 913484.352 578741.393 214.355 











(dd mm ss.sssss) 
Latitude 






PENC 86  54  53.51293  W 40  25  49.51199  N 216.500 
On roof top of Civil 
Eng. building of 
Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, IN 
Q94 86  55  52.80697  W 40  25  00.66256  N 185.690 
At Purdue University 
Airport, West 
Lafayette, IN 
C0085 86  55  33.96929  W 40  27  30.28914  N 215.143 
INDOT benchmark, 
at INDOT facility, 
West Lafayette, IN 
 
The coordinates of control points and validation points as shown in Tables D.1 and D.2 are 
the final coordinates computed by averaging over observed coordinates. The observed 
coordinates are shown in Tables D.4 through Table D.7. The points were surveyed with 
the GPS Real Time Kinematic (RTK) technique using the INCORS reference stations. The 
control points T1 – T7 and validation points S1 – S8 which are on 231Route were observed 
2 different times on different days (limitation due to high speed traffic on US 231 highway), 
while the control points T8 – T16 and validation points S9 – S16 which are on INDOTLoop 
were observed 3 different times on different days. All of the different times selected on 
data collection days were chosen for GPS satellite constellation diversity. Note that the 
final coordinates of the control point T10 on INDOTLoop was computed from the two 


















T1 Cross 1 913919.413 573135.329 170.567 
  2 913919.409 573135.324 170.545 
  Average 913919.411 573135.327 170.556 
T2 Square 1 913833.448 573475.748 174.125 
  2 913833.453 573475.740 174.133 
  Average 913833.451 573475.744 174.129 
T3 Square 1 913693.130 573662.632 175.055 
  2 913693.131 573662.642 175.054 
  Average 913693.131 573662.637 175.055 
T4 Cross 1 913433.865 573868.270 176.442 
  2 913433.853 573868.262 176.451 
  Average 913433.859 573868.266 176.447 
T5 Square 1 913018.872 573937.300 187.090 
  2 913018.857 573937.304 187.102 
  Average 913018.865 573937.302 187.096 
T6 Cross 1 912705.494 573934.600 186.711 
  2 912705.498 573934.614 186.727 
  Average 912705.496 573934.607 186.719 
T7 Square 1 912352.849 574092.970 186.577 
  2 912352.849 574092.966 186.580 





















T8 Cross 1 913182.384 578331.449 215.442 
  2 913182.375 578331.449 215.436 
  3 913182.387 578331.455 215.434 
  Average 913182.382 578331.451 215.437 
T9 Square 1 913026.954 578570.898 212.705 
  2 913026.950 578570.907 212.702 
  3 913026.960 578570.910 212.701 
  Average 913026.955 578570.905 212.703 
T10 Cross 1 912972.035 578993.174 213.355 
  2 912972.039 578993.187 213.353 
  Average 912972.037 578993.181 213.354 
T11 Square 1 913071.346 579185.642 211.288 
  2 913071.341 579185.641 211.293 
  3 913071.339 579185.637 211.285 
  Average 913071.342 579185.640 211.289 
T12 Cross 1 913196.232 579263.611 211.534 
  2 913196.246 579263.605 211.560 
  3 913196.242 579263.605 211.553 
  Average 913196.240 579263.607 211.549 
T13 Square 1 913135.476 579265.477 211.528 
  2 913135.469 579265.480 211.504 
  3 913135.463 579265.481 211.518 
  Average 913135.469 579265.479 211.517 
T14 Cross 1 913462.907 579001.654 211.855 
  2 913462.907 579001.652 211.846 
  3 913462.904 579001.640 211.845 
  Average 913462.906 579001.649 211.849 
T15 Square 1 913474.053 578598.418 217.231 
  2 913474.048 578598.415 217.228 
  3 913474.051 578598.425 217.221 
  Average 913474.051 578598.419 217.227 
T16 Cross 1 913474.623 578174.683 217.412 
  2 913474.618 578174.680 217.418 
  3 913474.625 578174.694 217.396 
















S1 Sphere 1 913898.495 572908.240 166.382 
  2 913898.489 572908.248 166.366 
  Average 913898.492 572908.244       166.374 
S2 Sphere 1 913897.120 573264.554 171.899 
  2 913897.103 573264.541 171.903 
  Average 913897.112 573264.548 171.901 
S3 Sphere 1 913784.291 573571.436 174.542 
  2 913784.296 573571.418 174.544 
  Average 913784.294 573571.427 174.543 
S4 Sphere 1 913622.255 573720.359 174.636 
  2 913622.250 573720.371 174.637 
  Average 913622.253 573720.365 174.637 
S5 Sphere 1 913167.784 573953.068 186.072 
  2 913167.780 573953.059 186.072 
  Average 913167.782 573953.064 186.072 
S6 Sphere 1 912790.574 573917.510 186.576 
  2 912790.587 573917.506 186.598 
  Average 912790.581 573917.508 186.587 
S7 Sphere 1 912484.229 574004.643 185.120 
  2 912484.233 574004.642 185.119 
  Average 912484.231 574004.643 185.120 
S8 Sphere 1 912261.310 574217.246 187.425 
  2 912261.314 574217.239 187.411 




















S9 Sphere 1 913372.902 578087.306 217.477 
  2 913372.906 578087.307 217.491 
  3 913372.903 578087.314 217.461 
  Average 913372.904 578087.309 217.476 
S10 Sphere 1 913229.569 578263.006 215.966 
  2 913229.567 578263.011 215.964 
  3 913229.565 578263.016 215.962 
  Average 913229.567 578263.011 215.964 
S11 Sphere 1 913109.997 578463.250 214.264 
  2 913109.992 578463.251 214.259 
  3 913109.998 578463.253 214.261 
  Average 913109.996 578463.251 214.261 
S12 Sphere 1 912977.118 578703.719 213.206 
  2 912977.115 578703.721 213.204 
  3 912977.117 578703.726 213.201 
  Average 912977.117 578703.722 213.204 
S13 Sphere 1 912917.394 579162.516 211.646 
  2 912917.396 579162.524 211.636 
  3 912917.388 579162.543 211.656 
  Average 912917.393 579162.528 211.646 
S14 Sphere 1 913392.231 579134.453 212.009 
  2 913392.229 579134.455 212.013 
  3 913392.227 579134.457 212.012 
  Average 913392.229 579134.455 212.011 
S15 Sphere 1 913484.349 578741.393 214.355 
  2 913484.355 578741.393 214.354 
  3 913484.352 578741.394 214.355 
  Average 913484.352 578741.393 214.355 
S16 Sphere 1 913457.592 578387.287 215.741 
  2 913457.591 578387.289 215.738 
  3 913457.596 578387.291 215.740 





The uncertainties or precisions of the control and validation points can be estimated from 
the relationship as shown in Equation D.1, when Σ 	is the covariance matrix of the 
observed coordinates computed from all points. n is the total number of points, and m is 
the number of measurements obtained for each point. The uncertainties of the observed 
coordinates in x (Easting), y (Northing) and z (Elevation) can be expressed in terms of 
standard deviation as shown in Equations D.2, D.3 and D.4, respectively. 
 




  Eq. D.1 
     σ 	 Σxyz 1,1    Eq. D.2 
     σ 	 Σxyz 2,2    Eq. D.3 
     σ 	 Σxyz 3,3    Eq. D.4 
 
The uncertainties of the established control and validation points used in this study in x 








Appendix E Specifications of MMS Components Used, as Available 
There are four different MMSs used for data collection in this study. Figures below show 
the specifications of the systems, where that information was available. 
 
         
Figure E.1 Design Grade 1 MMS Specification – Overall and laser subsystem. 
 
 




















Figure E.5 Asset Grade 2 MMS Specification – Overall and laser subsystem. 
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